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Innerhalb der Gesellschaft für Informatik e.V. (GI) befasst
sich eine große Anzahl von Fachgruppen explizit mit der
Modellierung von Software- bzw. Informationssystemen.
Der erst neu gegründete Querschnittsfachausschuss Modellierung der GI bietet den Mitgliedern dieser Fachgruppen der GI - wie auch nicht organisierten Wissenschaftlern
und Praktikern - ein Forum, um gemeinsam aktuelle und
zukünftige Themen der Modellierungsforschung zu erörtern und den gegenseitigen Erfahrungsaustausch zu stimulieren.
Das Institut für Software Engineering ist eine wissenschaftliche Einrichtung der Fakultät Informatik der Ostfalia, Hochschule für angewandte Wissenschaften. Die Forschungsschwerpunkte sind
- Entwicklung komplexer Systeme auf Basis von Java und Java EE
- Entwicklung webbasierter Oberflächen und mobiler Systeme
- Theoretische Grundlagen der Software-Entwicklung und formale
Methoden
- Entwurfs- und Implementierungskonzepte für Software-Systeme
- Qualitätssicherung von Entwicklungsprozessen
- Modellgetriebene Software-Entwicklung
Die Anwendbarkeit der Lösungen wird immer wieder in industrienahen
Projekten überprüft.
Schloss Dagstuhl wurde 1760 von dem damals regierenden Fürsten Graf Anton von Öttingen-SoeternHohenbaldern erbaut. 1989 erwarb das Saarland das
Schloss zur Errichtung des Internationalen Begegnungsund Forschungszentrums für Informatik. Das erste Seminar fand im August 1990 statt. Jährlich kommen ca. 2600
Wissenschaftler aus aller Welt zu 40-45 Seminaren und
viele sonstigen Veranstaltungen.
Die fortiss GmbH ist ein Innovationszentrum für softwareintensive Systeme in Form eines An-Instituts der Technischen Universität München. Als Forschungs- und Transferinstitut liegt der Fokus auf der angewandten Forschung
zukünftiger Software- und Systemlösungen mit Schwerpunkt eingebettete und verteilte Systeme sowie Informationssysteme. Bearbeitete Themenfelder sind dabei unter
anderem Modellierungstheorien einschließlich funktionaler,
zeitlicher und nicht-funktionaler Aspekte, Werkzeugunterstützung zur Erstellung von domänenspezifischen, modellbasierten Entwicklungswerkzeugen, Architekturen insbesondere für langlebige und sicherheitskritische Systeme,
sowie modellbasierte Anforderungsanalyse und Qualitätssicherung. Lösungen werden dabei vorwiegend in den Anwendungsfeldern Automobilindustrie, Luft- und Raumfahrt,
Automatisierungstechnik, Medizintechnik, Kommunikationstechnik, öffentliche Verwaltung und Gesundheitswirtschaft erarbeitet.

Der
Arbeitsbereich
Softwareentwicklungsund
konstruktionsmethoden SWK im Fachbereich Informatik
der Universität Hamburg forscht auf dem Gebiet der Evolution von Softwaresystemen. Dazu gehören Arbeiten zu
modellbasierter Softwareentwicklung, Softwarearchitekturen, Software-Reengineering sowie deren Einbettung in
Entwicklungsprozesse. Das Ziel der Arbeiten sind ingenieurgemäße Vorgehensweisen und Methoden und deren
Anwendbarkeit in der industriellen Praxis.
Die Mobilität von morgen nachhaltig zu gestalten, ist das
Ziel der Forschung im Institut für Verkehrssystemtechnik
des Deutschen Zentrums für Luft- und Raumfahrt. In interdisziplinären Teams entwickeln Wissenschaftler an den
Standorten Braunschweig und Berlin kundenorientierte
Lösungen für mehr Sicherheit und Effizienz des straßenund schienengebundenen Verkehrs. Die Arbeiten konzentrieren sich auf Automobil- und Bahnsysteme, Intermodalität und ÖPNV sowie auf das Verkehrsmanagement.

Dagstuhl-Workshop MBEES:
Modellbasierte Entwicklung eingebetteter Systeme XIII
(Model-Based Development of Embedded Systems)
Der diesjährige Dagstuhl-Workshop zur "Modellbasierten Entwicklung eingebetteter Systeme" behandelt vorwiegend Ansätze, die sich damit befassen, wie den
vielfältigen Anforderungen an Konstruktion und Nutzung von Modellen jeweils
adäquat begegnet werden kann. Wenn allgemeine Modellierungssprachen wie
die UML für einen Zweck, zu dem Modelle eingesetzt werden sollen, keine angemessenen Mittel bereitstellen, müssen sie dafür speziell angepasst oder erweitert werden. Wie immer ist es die Praxis der Anwendung, die solche Fragestellungen aufwirft. Die Lösungsvorschläge, die hier vorgestellt werden, sind dabei
so divers wie die Problemstellungen, ob es nun um das Testen von Steuerungen
in Flugzeugen, den Umgang mit Varianten oder die Integration des SecurityAspektes geht, um drei Beispiele zu nennen.

In diesem Jahr werden die Proceedings, die hiermit in einer ersten Version als
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Between Academics and Practice: Model-based
Development of Generic Safety-Critical Systems
Daniel Schwencke,1 Hardi Hungar,2 Mirko Caspar3

Abstract: Academically, the utilization of models promises a quite precise and formalized description
of system behavior already in early design stages. Practically, there are gaps between the necessary
and provided capabilities of formalism, tools, and processes. Based on experiences in modeling a
safety critical railway Radio Block Center, this paper presents the modeling method and experiences
from the development of the model. It discusses the questions of how to validate the model, how to
derive verification and testing schemes, and how to verify the conformance of implementations to the
model. Gaps between academic needs and practical reality are discussed. Hence, this work aims to
focus the further development of model-based approaches in the safety-critical embedded domain.
Keywords: Model-based Development, Verification, Code Generation, Railway, Safety, SysML
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Introduction

Already in early stages of system development models can be used for capturing system
behavior. The formal or at least semi-formal nature of models allows for reaching a high
precision in the formulation. Additionally, it constitutes the basis for a number of techniques
which can support or even automate design activities. In particular this includes verification,
validation and code generation.
In the article at hand, aspects of modeling a radio block center (RBC) are presented. Being
part of the European Train Control System (ETCS), an RBC constitutes the radio interface
between train and interlocking (see Fig. 1). The work aims at the creation of a system
which can serve as a reference of an RBC in the ETCS: on the one hand the model shall
be utilizable in product specifications and substantially support their completeness and
correctness, as demanded e.g. by the German new type approval ("Neue Typzulassung"
or NTZ, cf. [Su11]). On the other hand, after annotation with program instructions and
addition of further components, program code can be generated from the model. So far,
the basic RBC functionality has been modeled so that simple operational scenarios can be
managed by the generated and executed RBC code.
1 Deutsches
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A particular challenge for employing model based techniques is the generic nature of
systems like the RBC. Such generic systems are to be instantiated to the particular track
layout and control equipment of the area where they are be installed. Thus, the models have
to represent mere patterns of concrete facilities. In the case of the model at hand, this has
been achieved so that the generated code can be configured for a particular railway line,
becoming an implementation. The implementation in turn can be validated in simulations
and then provides a behavioral reference—for that configuration. This does not yet solve
the problem of general verification and validation. This is addressed by elaborating the
questions in more detail and presenting approaches how to proceed adequately.

Fig. 1: The RBC as part of the ETCS level 2/3 (simplified presentation, ILS = interlocking system)

The model development is related to activities of the German railway infrastructure manager
DB Netz AG and further European infrastructure managers towards the standardization of
interfaces in the interlocking area (the DB project "Neuausrichtung der Produktionssteuerung", NeuPro for short, and the "European Initiative Linking Interlocking Subsystems",
EULYNX for short, see [14b] for the latter). Results from those activities could already
serve as patterns for parts of the model. A more detailed look into the model than can be
provided here has been given in the article [SH16] which focuses on the ILS interface of the
RBC.
In the remainder of this article, first an overview of the general framework of the model
development (relevant specifications, languages and tools) is given in Section 2 (taken from
[SH16]). In Section 3, the need of generic models in railway signalling is motivated and
our approach and directions for improvement are discussed. Experiences regarding the
usage of state charts and manually written code are discussed in Section 4. An elaboration
on the challenges of validation and verification in the pursued model-based approach is
presented in Sections 5 and 6. Section 7 concludes with a presentation of future plans and a
preliminary evaluation of the model-based approach.
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2
2.1

General Framework of the Modeling Activities
Relevant Specifications

The ETCS is being specified by the EU Agency for Railways (formerly European Railway
Agency), the Union Industry of Signalling (UNISIG) as well as the European Rail Traffic
Management System (ERTMS) Users Group in a variety of documents, the so-called
subsets. The central document is the system requirements specification [14e], which is
complemented by various specifications for single system components and interfaces. For
the RBC, the functional interface specification for the handover of trains between RBC
[14f] is of importance. A specification of the RBC as such however is not part of the subsets
but left to the respective manufacturers and national infrastructure managers, for which they
have to take into account the European specifications.
ETCS is used in different countries to different extent and with different parametrizations.
In Germany this is laid down in the specification [14a] of DB Netze. Finally, as part of
the NeuPro activities, DB Netze specified the interface between an electronic interlocking
system (ILS) and an RBC, called Standard Communication Interface RBC (SCI-RBC)
[14d]. Such national specifications are of importance for the manufacturer of an RBC for
the respective country.
The specifications differ considerably in their abstraction level: even the European specifications range from functional requirements over system states and procedures to concrete
data formats and values, depending on the importance of a system component for European
interoperability. As a basis for modeling activities, a detailed and well-structured system
specification is advantageous. Whereas most of the aforementioned specifications mainly
consist of textual requirements, the SCI-RBC already is of semi-formal nature. Besides
explanatory text, here the mandatory behavior of the interface is specified in SysML state
diagrams.
2.2

Approach

The DB specification SCI-RBC largely uses SysML (Systems Modeling Language) diagrams
and thus represents a good starting point for modeling the RBC. Besides other types of
diagrams mainly state machines are used. They bindingly specify the behavior defined by
the semantics of the diagram elements, but not the use of such diagrams or their architecture
in the further development. The system actions in the state machines however are only
given in textual form and are not yet formalized precisely. Consequently it is not possible to
generate code directly from those state machines. Furthermore some requirements which
are not expressible in diagrams remain in textual form.
For the formal modeling of the RBC it seemed sensible to use SysML as well: besides being
able to stay close to the specification, SysML has the advantage of being widespread and
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having rich support by modeling tools, code and test case generators. As target language
for code generation from the model an object oriented language is favorable, enabling
the configuration of a (generic) RBC for different railway infrastructures by means of
instantiation of classes; here C++ was chosen. Regarding a suitable tool for modeling and
code generation, PTC Integrity Modeler (through 2014: Atego Modeler) together with PTC
Automatic Code Synchronizer (formerly Artisan Studio Automatic Code Synchronizer) was
identified. The Code Synchronizer supports code generation for SysML block definition
diagrams/internal block diagrams and SysML state machine diagrams.

3
3.1

Creating a Generic Model
The Complexity and Diversity of Railway Signaling Systems

Classically, the central component of railway signaling is the interlocking system (ILS). It
sets and secures the routes for the trains within the area it manages. In order to do so, it
needs to be connected to up to several hundreds of field elements in that area – e.g. signals,
switches, axle counters and level crossings. For train operation with ETCS Level 2, the
additional component RBC (Fig. 1) enters the picture, which manages GSM-R (Global
System for Mobile Communications — Rail(way)) radio connections to a number of trains
currently in an area that typically is wider than an ILS area. Thus it is connected to several
ILS which provide information necessary to generate the so-called movement authorities for
the trains. Other less central interfaces to command and control workplaces and neighbor
RBC shall be ignored in the sequel. Since the RBC obtains state information from the ILS
(regarding signals and switches) and from the trains, it needs to manage all those elements
internally.
Typically, within one RBC area the signaling equipment differs. Different ILS areas have
been equipped by different manufacturers, and even within one ILS area typically there
are several variants of signals due to cost reasons (only the signal functionality needed is
installed for a certain signal with a certain purpose). The variety can be enormous and is
inherited from the operational scenarios which need to be realized by the infrastructure.
In order to manage train operations, the RBC needs to know about certain aspects of that
variety. Fortunately, for the ILS side including signals and switches, these aspects have been
identified by DB in the interface specification SCI-RBC [14d]. For the train side the variants
can be derived from the ETCS specification [14e] which defines a train data packet which is
sent to the RBC after successfully establishing a communication session between a train
and the RBC.
The signaling equipment manufacturers handle the above sketched complexity by developing
generic products (safe computers, signal controllers, axle counters, etc.) which are grouped
to form a generic application (e.g. an electronic interlocking, which is here understood
to include the field elements and their connections). For each real system that is installed
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(the specific application), the generic application is configured according to the track and
route layout (see e.g. [07]). This comprises the choice, number and variants of the generic
products needed as well as the design of the communication and energy network for them.
Classically, the communication of signaling components is based on the manufacturer’s
proprietary message formats and protocols. Meanwhile DB specified a standard protocol
[14c] for IP-based communication for the ILS interfaces; the GSM-R radio communication
for the RBC-train interface is laid down in the ETCS-specifications [15]. However, a
model for signaling equipment testing purposes should allow for flexible communication
mechanisms anyway to be ready for connecting to stubs or to laboratories (on-site or remote).
Finally, the RBC internal passing of information needs to be flexible, too: some messages
from the ILS regard single elements, some regard certain groups of elements (group outage
telegrams for signals and switches).

3.2

Modeling Approach

The complexity and diversity discussed above is mirrored in the RBC model. It comprises
RBC internal representations of ILS areas, signals, switches and trains. Aspects and states
of these elements are relevant for the RBC and, hence, need to be synchronized between
RBC and ILS.
Generally, the approach for the RBC-internal representations of elements whose number
depends on the configuration is the use of classes in the model so that they may be instantiated
as often as needed at runtime (theoretically, an earlier instantiation in the specification, in
the model or in the code is possible but makes no sense due to the repeated work for each
RBC and bad maintainability). Currently, the instantiation code (see Listing 1) is provided
in a separate configuration file which is referenced by the model.
// Add ILS area to RBC
ILSArea * ilsAreaHBS = addILSArea ( mLogger );
ILSArea * ilsAreaHGLI = addILSArea ( mLogger );
// Add points to ILS area
PointElement * w1 = ilsAreaHGLI - > addPoint (3434343 , " W1 ");
PointElement * w2 = ilsAreaHGLI - > addPoint (3434343 , " W2 ");
// Create track topology
Track * t1 = mInfrastructure . addTrack (5000);
Track * t2 = mInfrastructure . addTrack (150);
mInfrastructure . conn ectTrackParts ( w1 , 1 , t2 , 0);
mInfrastructure . conn ectTrackParts ( t2 , 1 , w2 , 1);
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// Add signals to ILS area
ilsAreaHBS - > addSignal (5656565 , "30 N2 " , 0 , t1 , 4850 , 1);
ilsAreaHBS - > addSignal (3434343 , " Bk4141 " , 0 , t4 , 21170 , 1);
// Add balise groups to RBC infrastructure
mInfrastructure . addBaliseGroup (96 , 201 , 1 , 3 , 0 , t1 , 1980 , 1);
// Add gradient profile to tracks
t1 - > addGradient (2 , true , 0 , 1);
t1 - > addGradient (3 , false , 500 , 1);
// Add basic speed profile to tracks
t1 - > addBasicSpeed (12 , 0 , 1);
t1 - > addBasicSpeed (12 , 5000 , -1);
List. 1: Example configuration code for the RBC

For the realization of variants in the model, different approaches have been exploited: in
one case where only two variants existed, those have been modeled separately. In another
case, Boolean or enum-type constants/variables guarding state chart transitions and code
segments which belong to the respective variants have been used. In a third case, an abstract
method together with a standard implementation has been provided which might be replaced
for different variants.
Flexibility regarding the communication mechanism has been realized via generalization as
well (abstract methods for connection set-up, (dis-)connecting, send/receive, connection
status). This way arbitrary implementations for different communication mechanisms can
now be developed without changing the model. To keep purely code-written variants which
regard the model interfaces out of the model is a good principle anyway: in the RBC model,
it has also been applied to an optional train message version converter module. This tool
can just be activated or deactivated by setting a Boolean constant in the model, otherwise
the converter is external to the model.
Message broadcasting has been realized by providing an abstract field element class from
which signals and switches inherit group/subgroup IDs as well as a group outage event (in
form of a method). The broadcast, containing the target group/subgroup IDs, is passed to
each element; comparing with its own IDs the element decides whether it accepts or rejects
the message.

3.3

Discussion and Possibilities for Improvement

Having available a class/instantiation concept for modeling is essential since many systems
contain multiple instances of some elements. However, especially in models of railway
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signaling systems which need to be configured according to the local track infrastructure
and the intended routes, it is desirable to have the possibility to specify at least an initial
configuration of instances in a separate (part of the) model. This should include the choice
of the element variant and the setting of initial parameters and might be extended to a
mechanism for the dynamic instantiation and destruction of elements during runtime.
Regarding the modeling of variants there exist several options such as
•

each variant separately,

•

through child classes of a parent class (inheritance),

•

Orthogonal Variability Model (OVM) including assignment of transitions/operations
to one or several variants, or

•

Boolean/enum constant which is set during instantiation and evaluated as precondition
to the execution of transitions or code.

Some have been used in the RBC model as explained in Section 3.2. The experience from
that modeling activity is that each case needs to be considered separately and that the
decision for a modeling option depends on
•

the number of variants,

•

what varies (attributes, behavior),

•

how much it varies (how many model elements are concerned),

•

the relation of the variants (orthogonal, overlapping, excluded/enforced combinations),
and

•

the need for dynamic change of the variant.

Generally, the use of variant diagrams (OVM) is desirable in order to quickly identify
variation points and variants (except for the modeling through inheritance which usually is
captured diagrammatically already). Those model alternatives [RF14] and describes one
aspect of a class or block having different or extended detailed behaviors. OVM can be
realized in SysML by block diagrams or extended profiles. The PTC Integrity Modeler
supports such diagrams; however, the code generator does not. So if code generation is
desired as in the case of the RBC model, a different approach based on elements supported
by the code generator needs to be taken. Unfortunately, the limited number of diagrams and
elements for which code can be generated is a problem encountered in several situations, cf.
Chapter 4.
The use of generalization/abstract methods for creating flexible interfaces of the model has
been quite a positive experience. Of course this mechanism has been designed for such
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purposes in object-oriented programming (code/code interfaces), but here it has proved
well-suited for model/code interfaces as well.
Finally let us remark that for model internal message broadcasting there are several
approaches which range from a central to a distributed logic in order to identify the
addressed elements. They differ in performance, distribution in the model, their impact on
the model structure and the extent to which they are captured in diagrams. The decision for
an approach must also exhibit a solution which reasonably supports all message flows to
the single elements, e.g. additional direct forwarding of messages to an element. But since
message broadcasting is a topic in itself which, we shall not discuss this further here.

4
4.1

Diagrams versus Handwritten Code
Use of Diagrams in the Model

Both structure and behavior of a system can be modeled by diagrams. SysML provides
different types of diagrams for both categories. However for the RBC model we were
restricted to Block Definition Diagrams/Internal Block Diagrams for structure and State
Diagrams for behavior since they are supported by the code generator (the PTC Integrity
Modeler Automatic Code Synchronizer). Additionally, package diagrams may be used but
provide not much advantage since a package hierarchy is a relatively simple structure which
can be overseen well in the classic folder view.
To model the structure of a system via blocks and their dependencies seems possible for
nearly every system. Even if there are no dependencies at all, blocks can be used just
to group operations which are manually coded. But of course the benefits of modeling
comes with capturing complexity in diagrams. The RBC model contains block definition
diagrams ranging from such simple grouping functionality (e.g. for operations assembling
message packets) to quite complex structures, the most complex one being the RBC internal
infrastructure image (including the track topology, different field elements and track profiles).
The model based approach makes even more sense where behavior is captured diagrammatically as well. It does however not always make sense to use state charts – our experience
with the PTC Integrity Modeler is that ideally those should only be drawn where there are
block internal states which rule the block’s behavior. This is because in order to make states
permanently available block externally extra variables and actions need to be foreseen which
duplicate the state and clutter the state diagram; but sometimes such drawbacks simply
need to be accepted. In the RBC model state charts primarily model the behavior of the
most important RBC internal images of external elements (ILS, signal, switch, train; for an
example see Fig. 2) whose state changes are reported to the RBC through incoming messages.
Furthermore, the central RBC logic which connects train- and ILS-side is modeled in state
charts which forward events to the concerned elements.
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Fig. 2: SysML state diagram for the logical switch element of the RBC

4.2

Use of Direct Code in the Model

As indicated in the previous section, it does not always make sense to capture behavior by
state charts. In addition to the above discussion, also "algorithmic" behavior which consists
of calculations or depends on complex data structures is not suited for being modeled in
state charts; it is formulated easier and more compact in program code. In other cases, the
missing support of diagram types or of code generation of certain statements enforces a
direct implementation. In the RBC model, handwritten C++ code was added mainly for the
following purposes:
•

main program loop, initialization and configuration code;

•

add/remove methods for objects to/from lists or variables (instantiation/destruction of
objects is not supported by code generation);

•

iteration over instances of a class;

•

central algorithms such as traversing the infrastructure image;

•

algorithms for (de-)coding messages including parsing and integrity checks;

•

mapping between message data and events (method calls) or storing variables, possibly
including data conversions and get/set methods; and

•

logging functionality.

9
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4.3

How to Improve

Generally it is desirable to capture more aspects of a system by diagrams than could be
achieved in the case of the RBC model. This could further increase comprehensibility,
maintainability and automation in system development. An exception may be those cases
which are at a very fine-grained level where a sequence of statements is easier written down
and overseen than putting it into a diagram. Concrete ideas towards a "more model-based"
approach include:
1.

For a wider applicability of state charts, a state publication/inquiry feature should be
added to the model and code generation in order to easily and permanently provide
the current state locally/globally.

2.

Variant diagrams to create orthogonal variability models are already supported by
the PTC Integrity Modeler. What is missing is the code generation capability.

3.

For providing (initial) system configurations by instantiation of blocks and setting
block properties, object diagrams may be used. They are available in the Integrity
Modeler as well, so a generation of a configuration code seems feasible and should
be added.

4.

Control flow diagrams can be used for modeling the structure of algorithms. They
should be provided for modeling operations, and also to generate code from them
should not be difficult.

Another possibility for more formalization (not necessarily by means of a diagram) might
be a structured management of input/output inside the model: from our experience with
repeatedly handwritten logging messages the idea would be to allow for assigning a block
to a logger which organizes message types, messages, message formats and output channels.
Then a message could be inserted using drag and drop in different places in the model and
the correct output statement could be generated. Finally, the generation of get/set methods
for variables or even better, other easy means of accessing a model element from other parts
of the model would be helpful.

5

Verification of the Model

The RBC model presented in this paper shall be a reference model that can be used as
base for a concrete implementation, as test oracle, or even as base for deriving test cases.
Naturally, this model - or its representation in a formal tool - needs to be checked extensively.
Using formal verification techniques is an obvious approach since state machines are used
for modeling the system behavior. However, these concepts are not in the focus of this paper
but the question of model based verification and testing.
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5.1

Instances, Projections, Coverage

One challenging question is how the formal reference model can be used for the verification
of implementations. The aim is to reach a full test coverage, i.e. having test cases that
cover each state transition defined in the reference model. Dynamic testing is a common
concept for black-box verification. Here two aspects are relevant: the definition of model
instances and the derivation of test cases. Whereas the second aspect is subject to intensive
research and development, questions of model instantiation and configuration as well as the
influences on the test coverage have not been analyzed in detail yet.
As described in Section 3.1, the RBC model is generic. The state machines describe the
behavior for different abstract subcomponents, e.g. a light signal. All possible behavioral
combinations for all types of signals are modeled (e.g. see requirement 1335 in [14d], p. 25).
A generic implementation needs to realize all parts of it since the specified functionality
is mandatory and a generic type approval can be reached. But practically, there might be
no physical instance of this component that uses all behavioral combinations. It might be
configured for a concrete usage. E.g. a station entry signal has other signal aspects than a
block signal.
Hence, the question is what parts of the model can be tested by which configured instance
(projection is the common term in railway sector) of its implementation. The number
of combinations of necessary instances may become very high if several components of
complex models are considered and a full coverage of model transitions needs to be reached.
Practically in railway domain, the generation and set-up of each projection is extensive
and expensive. Accordingly, the optimization of necessary and useful projections helps to
decrease the verification costs.
A formal representation of the model and the implementation variations is necessary in order
to optimize the set of configurations automatically. This may contain information about
instantiation, addressing, inheritances, alternative functionalities, and relations between
instances. As stated in Section 3.2, SysML can express only some of these aspects, e.g.
the inheritances. In literature in industry, additional concepts exists in order to manage
variabilities in modeled systems. Feature Modeling is one of these approaches [LKL02].
Features of a system are categorized and formalized. This concept is mainly used for
product variation management. Another approach to manage alternatives in models or
implementations is the Orthogonal Variability Modeling (OVM), see Section 3.3 above.
As mentioned, OVM diagrams are used in the RBC specification [14d] but cannot be
evaluated formally yet. For verification purposes, the OVM can be extended by a relational
semantics that helps to automatically derive excluding combinations of variations. It is also
possible to construct a set of valid variations if the semantics offers according constructs.
However, variants are not the only aspects that influences the test coverage and the
test case selection. These may result not only from the modeled system but also from the
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implementation (e.g. by code generation). An obvious example is the concept of instantiation
and identification of concrete objects of the same class.
Currently we are investigating possibilities of automated projection optimizations in the
railway domain, among others on the presented RBC model. A practical problem is how the
model can be accessed if commercial modeling tools are used.
5.2

Dynamic Test of the RBC Model

Dynamic tests were conducted for the proposed model – in particular for its ILS interface
– in order to verify the model and additional manually coded components. All tests are
based on the execution of the program code obtained after code generation and compilation.
To this end, different calls of test routines were added to the generated code in the main
function before compilation.
In a first step, telegrams and routines have been added to a separate package of the model for
testing the telegram parsing, the telegram data checking and the composing of telegrams.
As a second step, further telegrams and routines have been added in order to test the telegram
processing of the single interface parts. This includes positive testing for the most common
telegram messages as well as tests of erroneous situations, where the selection of the latter
was done along the lines of the SCI-RBC test specification [13]. For that second step
both interface parts have been configured according to a fictitious station and the expected
behavior was compared to the states logged and error messages produced during execution.
Thirdly, in order to test whether the whole interface exhibits the intended behavior, external
events have been simulated and the logged messages of both interface parts have been
examined.
One basic experience of the conducted tests is, that the combination of automated and
handwritten code is a main source of errors. Accordingly, the discussed improvements in
Section 4.3 may help to improve the design process.
Finally, a validation of the RBC model was conducted by means of coupling it via TCP/IP
with the Rail Simulation and Testing (RailSiTe) laboratory of the German Aerospace Center
(DLR), which acted as ILS and as train.

6
6.1

Towards Using the Model for Verification of Implementations
Refinement Relations

The task of proving the correctness of an implementation is an instance of the well-known
problem of establishing a refinement relation. Two systems S1 = (I, O, V1 ) and S2 = (I, O, V2 )
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having the same external interface of input and output variables I and O (or channels, or
any other name) but different internals V1 and V2 are behaviorally equivalent if
[[S1 ]]|I,O = [[S2 ]]|I,O ,

(1)

i.e., if their behaviors agree on the external variables. Refinement means behavioral inclusion:
[[S2 ]]|I,O ⊆ [[S1 ]]|I,O .

(2)

in the formulas above, [[S]] may denote a set of traces as the semantics of a system S. Given
a domain for time T and one for variable values V, the set of traces S are the mappings
[T → [X → V]]
which assign to each point in time a variable valuation. Equivalently, we can view each
variable semantically as a sequence of values, arriving at
[X → [T → V]]
as semantical domain, and treat the semantics of a system like a logical formula. Then,
refinement is expressed by the logical formula
∃V2 . [[S2 ]] ⇒ ∃V1 . [[S1 ]] .

(3)

This is essentially the form in which Lamport [La91] studied refinement in his “temporal
logic of actions”.
To actually prove that S2 is a refinement of S1 , the most common practical way is to define a
mapping from the internal variables of S2 to those of S1 (or, more general, a relation between
them) and show that this mapping induces a simulation. It may be said that this “practical
way” is already rather difficult. And there are even more general forms of refinement, cf.
[Br97], which are not easier to prove.
For a discussion of the problem at hand, the notion expressed in (3) can be taken as a
preliminary definition.
6.2

Refinement in Practice: Coping with Genericity

Having to show the correctness of some claimed refinement step is not a new concept in
safety-critical system development: Each step towards an implementation has to be verified.
For instance, when the architecture of a software is defined and the specifications of its
components are designed, it has to be shown that the software requirements are correctly
refined. It is the form of the requirements which is the cause for the difficulties, here.
Though model-based techniques are not adopted universally in the safety-critical domain,
there are numerous examples of their application. It makes a big difference, however,
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to introduce model-based techniques within one organisation, or to install them at an
organisational boundary. A rather widespread mode of how to develop within a model-based
way is to iteratively and incrementally refine some abstract design model. The end result
of this continuous refinement is the implementation. From the very concept of that idea,
high-level states are refined into lower-level ones. This does not need to be a strict refinement
in the mathematical sense above. But essentially, the development produces a chain of
refinement maps from the abstract to the concrete layer.
Comparing this with a situation where some manufacturer has a line of products verified (in
the practical meaning of that word) against standard, text-based specifications, and the next
version shall be proven consistent with a statechart specification. Usually, there will not be
any “simple” refinement map, as this would only be available if the product architecture
matches the one of the model. More often than not, for any system of notrivial complexity,
the implementation mechanics will differ considerably from that of the specification model,
and the existence of a useable refinement map is highly improbable. The example of the
RBC model is no exception to that general observation.

6.3

Refinement in Practice: Verification by Testing

Testing is the classical apporach to verify properties of a system. This could be done either
in the field or in lab. The different aspects are usually addressed in specifically targeted tests:
Safety: Tests focussed on extreme or erroneous behaviour
Conformity: Tests focussed on regular and typical functional behavior
Serviceability: Regular operational cases as well as operationally relevant disturbed cases.
These categories, with which all actors in the field are well acquainted, apply to complete
systems. They describe in which respect a system is validated once it is developed. A
safety validation step is required for any safety-critical system by the standards. During
development, white box tests for unit verification and gray-box test for integration checks
are applied. In the common depiction of standard development processes as a V, these tests
start at the bottom (unit tests) and are applied throughout the phases on the right.
Here, we use the terms “verification” and “validation” in their technical meaning as it
is defined in the CENELEC standards: Verification serves to establish that the output of
one development step is an implementation of its input requirement, i.e., the output of the
previous step. For instance, as a first step in a development, one may define the system
architecture and apportion the requirements to the system components. Then, it must be
verified that the combination of the components according to the architecture will satisfy
all input requirements. Validation checks the full system against user requirements. More
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general, validation is also used to denote checking whether some design artifact conforms
to a specification given several steps earlier. One may, for instance, validate the software of
the safety kernel after integrating its component modules against safety properties.
In model-based development as described above, testing begins already on the left side of
the V. One may perform verification as well as validation already in earlier phases. This
becomes possible if intermediate development artifacts take the form of executable models.
In the strictly regulated development of safety-critical rail systems, for each step a thorough
verification method has to be chosen to stand a chance of getting the result certified for field
use. We would consider systematic testing as a promising approach.
Here, the specification is an executable SysML specification composed of a few block
diagrams whose behavior in turn is given by statecharts, enriched by program code. Such a
specificaiton may be regarded, semantically, as an extended finite state machines (E-FSMs).
A method for checking behavioral conformance4 of some system with an FSM (propositional,
not “extended”) has been described by Chow in [Ch78]. Essentially, one checks that each
transition in the FSM is matched by an action the implementation. Lifting this idea to
extended FSMs, one would not only check each transition, but also take the set of variable
valuations into account, for instance, by requiring modified condition/decision coverage
(MC/DC). This is what advanced commercial test generation tools promise to automate
to a large extent. Rhapsody Automatic Test Generation (ATG) and RT-Tester are just two
examples of such tools.
A test suite which covers the requirement specification thoroughly can then be used to
verify that some other executable design model, or a program, conforms behaviorally
to the requirement SysML-model. Even if the architecture of the implementation differs
considerably from that of the requirement—what would complicate a refinement proof,
even an informal one—, a successful test would provide useful evidence for arguing the
correctness of the implementation.

7
7.1

Outlook and Conclusion
Future Use of the Model

The basic functionality of an ETCS RBC has been realized as a SysML model together with
complementing program code. Applying code generation and compilation to it, one obtains
an executable program which can communicate with ILS and trains. This program has been
integrated into the rail operation simulation of the RailSiTe laboratory of DLR, so that the
RBC can be utilized in the simulation of a demonstration scenario.
4 In this case, “behavioral conformance” is to be interpreted as conformance with the full behavior spectrum of the
requirement model—for implementing a model, all of the model’s behavior is to be considered “regular”.
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In order to test whether an implemented RBC exhibits a behavior equal to that of the model,
test cases are to be derived from the model systematically. This can be automated, at least in
parts, with the help of suitable tools. Corresponding trials using parts of the model have
already been conducted successfully and are to be continued in the future. The automated
generation and optimization of instances and configurations is also in the focus of our
ongoing work.
The use as a behavioral reference for a “real” RBC is always possible to the extent the
functionality under test has been modeled already. A complete RBC model would require
to model also the interface between two RBC. Besides that several practical questions such
as the handling of manufacturer and country specific RBC variants have to be solved before
the successful use for the test of “real” RBC.

7.2

Discussion and Conclusion

To construct a good model is a challenging task. In addition to familiarity with the system
which is to be modeled, the language(s) and tools involved, there need to be taken several
design decisions. Based on the experiences from modeling of a railway signalling system,
several aspects of creating a generic and flexible model have been discussed in the paper at
hand. In particular, alternatives and decision criteria for modeling of variants have been
presented.
Undoubtedly the model-based approach has many advantages: the diagrams are much clearer
and thus easier to maintain than program code; the automatic code generation reduces
the effort and error potential of programming. The precondition here is, of course, that
sufficiently many parts of the system can be captured in the form of diagrams. However, in
modeling practice one hits upon a limited supply of applicable model elements—the more
complex the data types in use (e.g. message between the RBC and neighboring systems)
and the more dynamic the system to be modeled (e.g. configurability of the RBC), the more
complementing program code needs to be written and maintained in addition to the model.
We have analyzed which parts of the RBC behavior could be modeled by state charts and
which parts needed to be coded by hand. We mainly identified missing code generation
abilities for several diagram types as a practical hindrance to achieve a higher degree of
formalization in our model.
Regarding the validation of the model and checking the conformance of an implementation
to the model, systematic testing is a plausible approach. In the case of generic systems like
the RBC, however, it is not obvious how to instantiate this in practice. This is usually not
addressed in conceptual accounts of model-based development processes. for a systematic
approach, it might be a good idea to capture the railway infrastructure data in a suitable
modeling language as well and to generate code from it for the configuration of the RBC.
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To summarize, the developed model of the RBC can be expected to form a good basis
for extensive, automatic and high-quality future tests of ETCS radio block centers and for
demonstration of compliance with well-defined test criteria. And it is a well-suited case
study for extending systematically to pure, model-based development approaches.
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Model Based Testing of Avionics Software - A True Story
Jan Peleska1, Jörg Brauer2, and Uwe Schulze3

Abstract: Model-based testing techniques are considered state of the art in verification and validation of safety critical systems. A number of tools and publications show that it can be applied
to models of relevant size and complexity. In this talk, we discuss the experiences of applying the
model-based testing tool RTT-MBT in a concrete test project of the evacuation function of an aircraft
cabin controller. A major challenge of this project was the parametric design of the software, which
allows to tailor the software to a certain aircraft configuration via a large number of application parameters. This form of configurability necessitates the derivation of application parameters from the
test model, so as to be able to cover certain functionalities. Further challenges consisted of mapping
multiple detailed signals of the system under test to a single abstract model variable and vice versa,
and handling incremental test model development during an ongoing test campaign. We explain the
problems and discuss the solutions that we developed to successfully conduct this test campaign.
Keywords: Model-based Testing, RTCA DO-178

1

Introduction

Over the past two decades, we have observed a wide-spread adoption of model-based
development techniques in industry. In parallel, the scientific community has provided farreaching concepts and solutions for the area of model-based testing, in particular on the
automation of the test case generation process. SMT solvers, to name just one example,
have advanced to the state where they can easily solve problems involving thousands of
variables, and thus allow for the automated constraint-based generation of test data for
large test models. This technological progress is a prerequisite for effective application
of model-based testing in industry. However, in practise, there is often a slight mismatch
between the scientific progress on the one hand and the industrial requirements on the
other hand. In particular, we have observed that the successful and not so successful modelbased testing projects often just differ in the supportive features offered by the model-based
testing frameworks.
This paper is not about technological progress. This paper is about effective model-based
test campaigns for the avionics domain, and the peculiarities that need to be taken care of,
which in the end often make the difference between success and failure of a project.
For the cabin control system of several Airbus aircrafts, Verified Systems International
has provided several hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) test benches which traditionally execute
1
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hand-written tests. This paper is based on a project that extended the existing test infrastructure by test-cases generated from test models. We focus on a single function of the
cabin controller, namely the evacuation function operated by the crew. Given that HIL test
benches already exist, it is evident that the generated test cases have to target the existing
test bed and test specification language. The particular system poses three core challenges
to model-based testing in general:
•

The system is highly configurable at runtime via application parameters that need
to be selected by the test case generator with the test data. Trying out all admissible
combinations of application parameters is infeasible.

•

The system uses numerous different I/O interfaces.

•

The test case generator needs assistance for the creation of meaningful, descriptive
test cases which not only cover the requirements in an arbitrary – sometimes unintuitive – way.

In this paper, we discuss the details of how we approached these problems. In particular,
Sect. 2 discusses the details of the first two of the aforementioned challenges. Following,
Sect. 3 contains a description of the model guidelines developed for this project. These
model guidelines cover the last aspect, that is, the generation of descriptive test cases from
test models. Further, Sect. 4 describes how the connection between the test model and
the concrete hardware connections was established. Finally, the paper concludes with an
overview of related work and a summary.

2

Core Challenges

The emergency evacuation function of the cabin controller has some interesting properties
relevant to model-based testing. First and foremost, the software is highly configurable at
runtime, using a configuration file, which allows to dynamically change the layout of and
the devices installed in aircraft. The logic implemented by the evacuation function itself
strongly depends on these; this characteristic has been investigated in recent years under
the term product line testing. For instance, contemporary aircrafts have a set of attendant
panels, the number of which is configurable. Attendant panels can be configured to indicate
an evacuation situation differently: either a flashing light or a steady light can be used for
this purpose. A test which examines the behaviour of the evacuation function with respect
to the attendant panels thus needs to be run with a configuration file that matches the
prerequisites for the test. If the test objective is to examine whether the flashing behaviour
is correctly implemented, a configuration needs to be created which (1) installs at least one
attendant panel and (2) assigns the flashing mode to the panel indication lights used by the
evacuation function. For testing the steady indication, another configuration is needed.
The functional requirements for the evacuation function are written in informal, textual
style. For each requirement, the configuration options are specified. In principle, one could
try and develop a family of test models, each family member representing a specific configuration setting. Since the number of different admissible configuration options is far too
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high, however, this approach is infeasible. Moreover, the different models would have a
considerable overlap in common functionality, so extra effort would be needed for enforcing consistent model changes in all members of the family.
Therefore, we use a so-called 150% test model, where all functional variants are contained
in one model, but their configuration dependencies are explicitly shown using model constraints. The model-based test data generator has the ability to compute the required configuration settings, so that a certain configuration-dependent test objective can be reached.
Section 3.1 provides details related to this approach.

Fig. 1: Connection of abstract test variables and concrete hardware signals.

A different aspect of aircraft software in general is that a large variety of interfaces is used
for I/O. For example, some functionality may be triggered via discrete inputs and outputs,
whereas other outputs may be sent via a vendor-specific bus system. The semantics of these
concrete inputs and outputs is not necessarily ideal for direct representation as test model
interfaces: for example, two discrete outputs could be used to communicate three admissible values of a 2-bit output signal, but the test model would be much simpler and more
elegant if an integer value were computed. Therefore, we use a so-called interface module layer (IFM), which provides a connection between the concrete hardware signals and
the model variables. In the above example, the test model would then compute an integral
value, and the IFM would notice the value change and transform it into a discrete output
configuration. This approach has proven beneficial for test models whose functionality is
directly linked to values of hardware signals. The overall layout is depicted in Fig. 1.

3

Modelling Guideline

In RT-Tester model-based testing, a formal model4 of the behaviour of the system under
test is used to generate concrete test procedures to reach certain test objectives. Test goals,
for example, can be reaching a certain system state or performing a specified action. For
complex systems, testing is normally decomposed into separate test suites that focus on
defined parts of the complete system functionality. In this case, separate test models are
defined for each test suite that is focusing on a sub-function. This is a general pattern
that already helps to reduce the complexity and the size of the state space. In this section,
we describe how we addressed further model state space explosion problems introduced
4

In this case, SysML [Ob15] blocks, operations, and state machines associated with a formal behavioural semantics [HPS13].
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through complex configuration parameters with impact on the behaviour of the cabin controller, as described in Section 2.

3.1

Application Parameters

In our example, there are a around 100 C-structures of configuration parameters defined.
The parameters defined in the structures can themselves be structured and can define references to and dependencies on other system parameters. This provides a very powerful
way to customise the system5 , but also makes it impossible to take all possible parameter
settings into account when defining the test model. The complexity of the system parameters is also a serious challenge in manual test campaigns, because manually calculating
suitable system parameters is a complex and error prone task. Normally only a small subset of the parameters are directly related to the functionality addressed by a test model.
In our case, only 16 parameters defined in two of the 100 structures directly affected the
behaviour of the function under test. These parameters must be adjusted to enable or stimulate certain parts of the system behaviour under consideration. The rest of the parameters
are still relevant, but do not need to be changed to reach certain test goals that are needed to
satisfy a requirement of the SUT. They do, however, define constraints to the system, and
these must be taken into account when generating test procedures. For these parameters,
constants were defined in the model that were representing the chosen settings, and a fixed
definition for this part of the parameter state space was used for all test generations of the
respective test suite.
The configuration parameters cannot be changed at runtime without restarting the system.
This information is reflected in the model through a stereotype parameter assigned to
the configuration parameters that are relevant and that are part of the test model. This
enables the test generator to respect this constraint for configuration parameters in the test
generation.
This pattern allows to generate the configuration parameters that are necessary to reach a
test goal together with the necessary stimulations and the checkers for the expected system
outputs. Existing (and correct) presets of configuration parameters that are relevant for the
complete system, but are not relevant for the behaviour under test can be re-used and be
respected by the test generator. This is a significant improvement compared to manual test
development with manual calculation of the required configuration parameters.

3.2

Test Scenarios

Model-based test generation often has the disadvantage that the models that are used for
test generation are either very concrete or restricted6 , or allow for the generation of test
5
6

See section 2 for an example of configuration settings and how they control the behaviour of the evacuation
function.
Up to the point where a test model exactly defines one possible test procedure
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procedures that are not realistic7 . RT-Tester model-based testing allows to define powerful test models that can be used to generate test procedures for the complete behaviour
of a modelled system under test and provide a mechanism to restrict the test generator by
defining constraints for the test environment. Defining a complete test environment specification suitable for all tests generated from a model, however, can require a lot of effort
or even be impossible8 . Another problem of most model-based test generators is that the
formal definition of test goals often is not very intuitive to users. Simple test goals with
RTT-MBT can be defined in an intuitive way (reaching states or covering transitions), but
complex test goals must be specified in LTL, which is not intuitive to most users.
Both problems can be addressed using additional small state machines that define so-called
test scenarios. A test scenario defines a complex test goal trough a sequence of sub-goals
and defines unwanted behaviour on the way. This way, a test scenario combines the partial
definition of test environment restrictions that are tailored to a complex test goal together
with the intuitive step by step definition of the goal itself. Note that the test generator is still
used to calculate the required concrete test data, but is restricted through the constraints
introduced by the additional scenario state machine.
The test scenario defined in figure 2 models constraints for a very simple test procedure
generation. An SUT output that is mapped to the model variable EVAC HORN out must
be enabled in the configuration parameters (parameter isEvacRequestSignalHorn). This
horn should be activated and de-activated during the test. The condition that the horn is
activated can be reached in different ways through different stimulations. Note that only
the wanted and unwanted system behaviour is specified in the test scenario. All unwanted
behaviour leads to a STOP-state from which the test goal cannot be reached anymore,
while the wanted behaviour progresses towards the test goal SCENARIO GOAL. Note that
no concrete stimulation is specified here. The test generator should still do the work of
calculating all required stimulations.
This mechanism is very intuitive and enabled domain experts to use their experience in
the generation of relevant test scenarios. For certification-relevant test campaigns, it is also
very important that the test procedures can be explained to a reviewer. UML/SysML state
machines are normally better understood by a reviewer than LTL or the generated concrete
test procedure with all details necessary for the test execution.

4

Interface Guideline

From a tester’s perspective, the interface of a system under test can be divided into the set
of variables that can be used to perform stimulations (VS ) and the set of variables used to
check for the expected indications (VI ) of the SUT. The test bench in our example provides
access to the SUT interface through interface modules (IFMs), as introduced in Section 2.
7
8

A test case can be valid according to the requirements of a system under test, but still might never occur in the
real system, because of some environment constraints not mentioned in the requirements.
Multiple test environment specifications can be defined and activated/de-activated for a concrete test generation.
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Fig. 2: A simple test scenario that requires a specific CAM setting and expects stimulations for a
simple system behaviour.

4.1

Interface Modules

The IFMs of the hardware-in-the-loop test bench that was used in our example connect the
hardware interface of the SUT to logical test bench signals that can be used for stimulation (VSh ) and checking indications (VIh ) 9 . Like the SUT, the test model defines interface
variables for SUT inputs (VSm ) and SUT outputs (VIm ). Test procedures generated from the
modelled SUT behaviour use the model interface for stimulations and checking. Additional interface modules had to be developed that map the logical model interface to the
concrete SUT interface for stimulations (ifmS ) and vice versa for indications (ifmI ). The
interface modules must be qualified together with the rest of a test bench to guarantee a
correct mapping.

9

The interface of a SUT can be different for different test integration levels. Individual IFM implementations
can be used to use the same test bench signals on different test integration levels
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4.2

7

Interface Abstraction

The interface modules can be used to reduce the complexity of a test model by abstracting
from the concrete details of a hardware interface and use a more abstract, logical interface
in the test model. Three different kinds of mappings have been implemented in the test
campaign presented here. In some cases, a simple one-to-one mapping of different signal
names was sufficient for stimulation (ifmdS : VSm → VSh ) and indication (ifmdI : VIh → VIm ).
These mappings obviously do not reduce the complexity of the model interface and have
been used for a small subset of SUT interface variables like discrete inputs and outputs.
The second kind of mappings aggregate multiple concrete SUT signals into one logical
test model variable to be able to check complex or distributed indications of the SUT
(ifmaI : P(VIh ) → VIm ). In our example, multiple hardware signals were mapped to a single
model variable to abstract multiple single changes on different interfaces into one discrete
model state change. The interface module also had to be aware of the currently active
system parameters to be able to calculate the set of the actually used hardware signals that
have to be accumulated into a model variable.
The third kind of mappings require handling a protocol on the hardware interface of the
SUT and map protocol states to model variables. A protocol Prot between the SUT and
the interface module can be seen as a set of allowed sequences of SUT inputs and outputs
(Prot = {(v1 , ..., vn ) | vi ∈ VSh ∪VIh }. The interface module had to define a mapping between
model variables for SUT stimulations and protocol sequences between the real SUT and
the test bench (ifmpS : VSm → Prot) and a mapping between protocol sequences and model
variables for SUT indications (ifmpI : Prot → VIm ). In our example, model variable changes
were mapped requiring protocol handling to stimulate panel buttons or to indicate button
states on a panel.
The HIL test bench that was used already contains all the required protocol handling and
raw hardware interface access functionality, because all this is needed for manual HIL
test procedure development as well. The additions that had to be performed for modelbased testing were the mappings from hardware interfaces to model variables and vice
versa (ifmdS , ifmdI , ifmaI , ifmpS , ifmpI ). A HIL test bench must be qualified (validated) to make
sure that the provided access to the hardware interfaces of the SUT are working correctly.
Otherwise the test results could not be trusted. Adding the functionality required for RTTMBT increases the functionality of the test bench and has to be qualified, as well. This
additional effort in qualifying the test bench is rewarded by a significant reduction of the
complexity and state space of the test model. Moreover, it is no longer necessary to verify
the test procedures, since they are automatically generated by a qualified model-based
testing tool [BPS12].

5

Related Work

Model-based testing has been a very active research field during the last decade [UPL12,
PSM12, An13]. Software product line testing has received considerable attention in recent
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years [LKL12]. In [BM16, GM16], for example, a theoretical approach based on a process
calculus has been elaborated. Our strategy to handle configurable systems as described in
this paper is far more pragmatic: using 150% models, we let an SMT solver calculate the
configurations needed to meet the test objectives derived from reachability goals of the
model.
On the tool side, our RT-Tester model-based testing tool RTT-MBT [Pe13, Pe11, PH16]
competes mainly with Uppaal-TRON10 and IBM Rational Rhapsody Test Conductor and
ATG11 . Each of these tools have their unique selling points, but are basically applicable to
the same domains. To point out some differences, Uppaal-TRON implements model-based
testing against Timed Automata models, whereas RTT-MBT and the IBM tools use UML/SysML test models. The IBM tool partially implements the UML testing profile [Ba08],
whereas RTT-MBT processes artefacts of this profile internally without the need to show
them explicitly to the test engineers. RTT-MBT has stronger support for concurrency and
real-time constraints; moreover, it also implements complete testing strategies with guaranteed fault detection properties under well-defined hypotheses [HP16a, HHP15, HP16b].

6

Conclusion

We have described an industrial-strength approach to model-based testing of highly configurable embedded control systems. The approach has been illustrated using a model-based
real-world testing campaign for the emergency evacuation function implemented in an
aircraft cabin controller. Our strategy relies on so-called 150%-test models, where configuration dependencies are specified by means of model constraints. Moreover, a test case
generator and underlying SMT solver distinguish between “ordinary” model inputs that
may be changed dynamically during test execution and configuration parameters which
are handled as “pseudo inputs” to the model and are set once at the beginning of a test
execution, remaining constant until its end. This strategy is highly efficient for finding the
configuration parameters necessary to reach a certain test objective; a task which is very
tedious and time consuming when having to perform it in a manual way.
There are, however, open problems to be addressed in the future. First, the question of
sufficient configuration coverage needs to be answered. To this end, we currently adapt a
complete input equivalence class testing strategy with guaranteed fault detection properties [HP16a, HP16b] to identify the relevant configurations leading to “significantly different” system behaviour. The equivalence class strategy automatically distinguishes dependent parameters from independent ones and calculates representatives for the classes
of parameter settings leading to “equivalent” system behaviour.
Second, the strategy described here does not yet find all relevant configuration settings to
be tested. Configuration-dependent output settings of the form
output := configuration parameter;
10
11

See http://people.cs.aau.dk/∼marius/tron/ and [NS03].
See https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSB2MU 8.1.0/
com.btc.tcatg.user.doc/topics/com.btc.tcatg.user.doc.html
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are currently not unfolded to different test cases exercising the different output parameter configurations. This problem can be handled by means of output equivalence class
partitions, as described in [PH16].
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Bringing DSE to life: exploring the design space
of an industrial automotive use case
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Abstract. Model-based development of software-intensive embedded systems has become a de-facto standard in recent years, in order to cope
with the rising complexity of today’s systems. The development of such
systems, using model-based approaches, enables a variety of front-loading
methods. Design space exploration is one of those techniques. However,
in order to properly perform a valid exploration, a system model has to
have a certain quality. This entails the structuring of models according
to different viewpoints and usage of dedicated models for each of these
viewpoints.
In this work, we demonstrate how, based on an industrial application
model represented in SysML, design space exploration methods can be
efficiently applied to enable the synthesis of deployments from a logical,
platform independent, system models to technical, platform dependent,
system models. This, however, requires dedicated, meaningful models as
an input according to well-known design principles. Moreover, we will
demonstrate the applicability of this approach by a project conducted
with Continental.
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SiPL: Towards a Comprehensive Development Environment
for Delta-oriented Model-based Software Product Lines
Christopher Pietsch1, Dennis Reuling1, Udo Kelter1, Timo Kehrer2

Abstract: Model-based development has become a widely-used approach to implement software,
especially for embedded systems. Such systems must often be delivered to customers in a large
number of variants. This need is addressed by the concept of a model-based software product line
(MBSPL). Implementation methodologies for MBSPLs must be able to specify variability in models
and to generate models as instances of an MBSPL. Delta modeling (DM) is a transformational
approach to implement variability in the solution space. Products are generated by applying one or
several deltas onto a core product. While the basic concepts of DM for MBSPLs are well-understood
essential development tasks such as implementing and debugging of deltas of models as well as
managing entire networks of deltas are barely supported by appropriate tools. This deficiency is
addressed by SiPL, a generic development environment for delta-oriented MBSPLs which can be
easily adapted to common modeling languages. SiPL offers a range of generic functionalities for
creating deltas, analyzing dependencies and other relations between deltas, refactorings of deltas,
and assessing their quality by metrics.
Keywords: Delta Modeling, Software Product Line Engineering, Model-driven Development, Embedded Systems.

1

Introduction

Model-based development has become a widespread approach to implement embedded
systems. Models replace source code as primary executable artifacts. Implementing a system thus means to create one or several models specifying the behavior of the system using
modeling languages such as Simulink, ASCET or subsets of the UML. Such systems must
often be delivered to customers in a large number of variants, e.g. in the automotive domain. This requirement has led to the concept of a Software Product Line (SPL) and to
methodologies for developing SPLs, known as SPL Engineering (SPLE) [15]. Products
in an SPL share several features (commonalities) and differ in some features (variability). The set of features of an SPL and their valid combinations are usually defined in a
feature model [1]. Finally, features must be implemented as reusable artifacts. Using these
artifacts, SPL implementation techniques can generate a product for any valid feature combination.
SPL implementation techniques such as conditional compilation [15], which are common for source code, are not immediately applicable to a model-based Software Product Line (MBSPL). Delta modeling (DM) is a transformational approach to implement
1
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(MB)SPLs [16]. Basically, an SPL is implemented by a set of interrelated deltas and a
core model. A product is generated by applying one or several deltas onto the core model.
While the basic concepts of delta-oriented MBSPL are well-understood and have been
extensively exploited, current realizations exhibit the following weaknesses: (a) Deltas
must be written manually using textual delta languages, thus forcing developers to use a
language which drastically differs from the familiar notation of models. (b) Support for analyzing a network of deltas, assessing its quality, and evolving and improving its structure
is barely available. These are serious obstacles for applying delta modeling in practice.
These issues are addressed by SiPL, an adaptable development environment for deltaoriented MBSPLs. SiPL is integrated with, and exploits, recent technologies for model
differencing. For (a), SiPL introduces a new paradigm for implementing deltas. Instead of
“programming” deltas in an imperative manner by using a dedicated delta language, deltas
are produced by model differencing: a base model is edited in a standard (visual) editor,
then an executable delta is produced by comparing the original and the changed model.
For (b), SiPL exploits further facilities of the underlying model differencing technology
and offers several static analysis functions as well as refactoring operations for an entire
network of deltas. In this paper, we give an overview of the basic approach and illustrate
the main concepts and tooling.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 recalls the main concepts of delta-oriented SPLE and discusses related work. Section 3 presents an
overview of the main functional areas of SiPL, namely the creation, analysis, refactoring, and quality assessment of delta modules. Section 4 concludes the paper.

2

Background and Related Work

Software Product Line Engineering (SPLE) comprises two sub-processes, Domain Engineering and Application Engineering. Domain Engineering aims at specifying and realizing the commonalities and variability of an SPL, application engineering comprises the
configuration and generation of a specific product.
Domain engineering starts with a domain analysis, which identifies features of products,
a feature being a user-visible property of a product. Feature modeling is a widespread
approach to define all valid feature combinations, also referred to as problem space. Each
valid feature combination specifies exactly one product of the SPL. A feature model can be
expressed using a graphical notation, called feature diagram, or as a propositional formula
over all features [1]. In the next phases of domain engineering, domain design and domain
implementation, the commonalities and variability of the SPL are realized by developing
a generic architecture for all products and implementing reusable artifacts, commonly referred to as solution space. Moreover, a suitable implementation technology and variation
mechanism must be chosen. A variation mechanism specifies how the problem space will
be mapped onto the solution space and how to generate a specific product by (re-)using
those artifacts during application engineering.
In this paper, we assume that model-based technologies are used for implementing the required artifacts and delta modeling as a variation mechanism. In delta-oriented MBSPLs,
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the solution space is described by a core model representing a valid product of the SPL
and a set of deltas. The notion of a delta stems from the field of configuration and version
management where it is commonly defined as a sequence of edit steps s1 , . . . , sm which,
when applied to a model version v1 , yields another model v2 [3]. An edit step invokes an
edit operation and supplies appropriate actual parameters. In the context of delta modeling, edit steps and edit operations are commonly referred to as delta actions and delta
operations, respectively. A delta is equipped with an application condition and referred to
as delta module [17]. The application condition is a propositional expression over features
of the feature model. Roughly speaking, it specifies the set of features which are affected
by the changes specified by the delta. Given a valid feature configuration, all delta modules
for which the application condition evaluates to true are applied onto the core model.
Delta modules usually have to be “programmed” using textual delta languages or delta
dialects [6, 18]. This approach is adequate for, and consistent with, source code or textual
modeling languages. In the context of MBSPLs, it forces developers to use a textual language which drastically differs from the familiar notation of models, thus losing all the
benefits of graphical modeling languages and visual editing environments. Visual delta
languages as proposed in [5, 16] avoid some of these problems. However, they require a
special delta editor which is tightly integrated with the corresponding visual model editor, i.e. such a delta editor must be specifically implemented for each model editor. For
example, Haber et al. [5] present a specific delta editor for the Matlab/Simulink tool suite.
Delta modules exhibit various relationships such as dependencies, conflicts, duplicates or
transient effects. The resulting network of delta modules is hard to maintain and can be inconsistent with the problem space. However, only limited effort has been spent on methods
and techniques to automatically detect such delta interrelations and to refactor a network
of deltas to improve its quality. Dependencies have to be resolved by manually specifying
a partial order between the delta modules [17]. Existing conflict detection methods are
usually based on a constrained-based type system and only consider delta-oriented SPLs
based on source code [11]. Duplicates and transient effects are only considered by some
refactorings for delta modules introduced by Schulze et al. [19]. However, the context for
refactorings, i.e. the duplicates and transient effects, must be identified manually. The same
limitation applies to the refactorings presented by Haber et al. [7].

3

The SiPL Framework

This section presents the main functionalities of SiPL [13, 14], a delta modeling environment for MBSPLs, and its underlying approach of difference-based delta modeling. As
a running example, we will use an MBSPL extracted from a case study in the automation domain, the Pick and Place Unit [20]. Figure 1 shows the feature model of the PPU
MBSPL. A PPU always consists of a Stack serving as an input storage of Workpieces, a
Slide serving as an output storage, and a Crane transporting a workpiece from the stack to
the slide. There are different kinds of workpieces, namely Metal and Plastic workpieces.
Plastic workpieces are further distinguished into Light and Dark. Optionally, a workpiece
can be labeled by a Stamp before transporting it to the slide. The features Workpiece,
Slide and Stamp define variation points, where one or more options can be chosen. Work-
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pieces can be merely pushed out onto a ramp (Straight), or they can be sorted according to different criteria (SSortation, DSortation) using a Conveyor with multiple ramps.
The feature Stamp offers a stanPPU
dard (SPressure) and an adaptive (APressure) variant, of which
Workpiece
Stamp
one can be chosen. Light plastic Stack Crane Slide
workpieces must only be stamped
Straight Conveyor
Plastic
Metal SPressure
APressure
using a stamp with an adaptive
Legend:
pressure, i.e. the feature Light
Mandatory
Optional
SSortation DSortation Light Dark
must not be chosen together with
Or
Alternative
Variation Point
the feature SPressure. A spe<<excludes>>
Variant
cific product of the PPU MBSPL
Fig. 1: Feature Model of the PPU MBSPL
consists of UML state machines
specifying the behavior of each
component and their interplay. The core model of the PPU implements a minimal set
of features, namely the features PPU, Stack, Crane, Slide, Straight, Workpiece and Metal.
The top mid of Figure 2 shows an excerpt of the stack behavior, as introduced by Lochau
et al. [12], simply pushing out the workpieces without considering their respective kind.
Creation and Application of Delta Modules by Model Differencing. A distinguishing
characteristic of our approach is that delta modules are derived from model differences.
Therefore, SiPL is integrated with standard versioning services for models such as differencing and patching. At first, a suitable ”origin model” is extracted from the SPL, e.g.
the core model or an intermediate model obtained by applying several existing delta modules onto the core model. This model is modified using standard (visual) editors. Figure 2
illustrates the creation of the alternative features SPressure and APressure. When implementing the feature SPressure, two new transitions with guards and actions are added (s.
green colored elements in Figure 2) between the states ExtractWP and NormalRunFinal,
while the existing transition is deleted (s. red colored elements). Next, a delta module, e.g.
∆SPressure , is generated by comparing the origin version and the changed version by reusing
the model differencing facility of the model versioning framework SiLift [8]. A delta derived by SiLift consists of a partially ordered set of delta actions where each delta action
is formally represented as an application of a parameterized graph transformation rule [9].
Transformation rules are predefined, representing the set of available delta operations for
a given modeling language for creating new model elements or deleting and modifying
existing ones. Such a set of rules can be automatically derived from the meta-model of
the respective modeling language [10]. In this way, the SiPL framework can be adapted to
arbitrary modeling languages used in the solution space of the MBSPL. Finally, the executable delta is equipped with the application condition SPressure as shown in the lower
left part of Figure 2. The delta module ∆APressure can be implemented analogously by modifying the core model and comparing it to the origin version. Given a valid configuration
the respective delta modules can be applied fully automatically or in a stepwise manner by
reusing the patching facility of SiLift.
Analysis of Delta Modules. Delta modules of a delta-oriented MBSPL can be interrelated in various ways. For instance, the delta modules ∆SPressure and ∆APressure share du-
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modify

core model

modify

diff

5

APressure

diff

delta SPressure (when: "SPressure") {
delta APressure (when: "APressure") {

DELETE_OpaqueBehavior_IN_Transition_(effect)(selectedEObject: t1, ToBeDeleted: a1);

DELETE_OpaqueBehavior_IN_Transition_(effect)(selectedEObject: t1, ToBeDeleted: a1);

DELETE_Transition_IN_Region_(transition)(selectedEObject: Region1, ToBeDeleted: t1,
Existing: ExtractWP, Existing1: NormalRunFinal);
CREATE_Transition_IN_Region_(transition)(selectedEObject: Region1, Existing: ExtractWP,
Existing1: NormalRunFinal, Name: "t5", Visibility: "public", IsLeaf: "false", Kind: "external");
CREATE_Constraint_IN_Transition_(ownedRule)_OpaqueExpression(Selected: t5,
ConstraintVisibility: "public", ConstraintName: "g5", OEBody: "MatSensorDetected&&
!SensorMetal", OELanguage: "Natural language", OEName: "oe5", OEVisibility: "public");

DELETE_Transition_IN_Region_(transition)(selectedEObject: Region1, ToBeDeleted: t1,
Existing: ExtractWP, Existing1: NormalRunFinal);
…
CREATE_Transition_IN_Region_(transition)(selectedEObject: Region1, Existing: ExtractWP,
Existing1: NormalRunFinal, Name: "t7", Visibility: "public", IsLeaf: "false", Kind: "external");
…}

…}

Fig. 2: Delta module generation for the features SPressure (cf. Variant 3 in [12]) and APressure (cf.
Variant 1 in [12])

plicate delta actions deleting and creating the same transitions, guards and actions. Such
redundancies can usually be considered as a design flaw which should be eliminated. Appropriate tool support is needed to analyze delta modules for various kinds of relations.
For this purpose, SiPL provides the following analysis functions:
Dependencies: A delta module ∆2 depends on a delta module ∆1 if there is at least one
pair of delta actions d1 ∈ ∆1 , d2 ∈ ∆2 where d2 depends on d1 . d2 depends on d1 if d1
creates a model element which is needed by d2 or if d1 changes an attribute value such
that an initially unfulfilled precondition of d2 is fulfilled.
Conflicts: Two delta modules ∆1 , ∆2 are in conflict if there is at least one pair of delta
actions d1 ∈ ∆1 , d2 ∈ ∆2 where d1 and d2 are in conflict. d1 and d2 are in conflict
if they cannot be applied together or their application in both orders would lead to
different results, e.g. d1 deletes a model element which is needed by d2 or changes an
attribute value such that a precondition of d2 is not fulfilled any more or both modify
the same attribute by setting different values.
Duplicates: Two delta modules ∆1 , ∆2 contain duplicates if they contain delta actions
yielding the same effect under the same conditions, e.g. they create or delete the same
element or modify the same attribute by setting the same value.
Transient Effects: Two delta modules ∆1 , ∆2 cause transient effects if the application of
at least one delta action d2 ∈ ∆2 removes the effect of a delta action d1 ∈ ∆1 , e.g. d1
creates a model element that is deleted by d2 .
Figure 3 shows the user interface of SiPL. The upper right part visualizes the relations
between delta modules of a delta module set. Dependencies are depicted as blue directed
edges, conflicts and duplicates are depicted as red and orange undirected edges.
Configuration and Adaption. All functions of SiPL are generic in the sense that
the underlying algorithms are generic and are configured by a language-specific set
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of delta operations on models. They exploit the fact that delta operations invoked by
delta actions are implemented as declarative rules. These rules are based on graph
transformation concepts [4] and
specify all editing effects formally. This allows us to statically
reason about relations between
delta actions by extending concepts presented in [9]. Relations
between delta actions are further aggregated to relations between delta modules. All analysis
functions available so far operate
on pairs of delta modules. Some
kinds of dependencies, conflicts
etc. only occur when more than
Fig. 3: Overview of the main user interface of SiPL
two delta modules are applied.
Such more complex forms of interaction between several delta modules are the subject
of further work.
Refactorings of Delta Modules Our framework offers a set of fundamental restructuring
operations. All of them create one new delta module which is derived from existing delta
modules. These operations are utilized to implement various complex refactorings.
extractCon f licts(∆1 , ∆2 ) contains the delta actions of ∆1 which are in conflict with a delta
action of ∆2 or (transitively) depend on a conflicting delta action of ∆1 .
intersect(∆1 , ∆2 ) contains the common delta actions of both arguments.
minus(∆1 , ∆2 ) contains the set of delta actions contained in ∆1 , but not in ∆2 .
merge(∆1 , ∆2 ) contains all delta actions of both arguments and extends the partial order
of the delta actions according to the dependencies between the delta modules. Furthermore, duplicates and transient effects between both arguments are eliminated.
Each operation defines a precondition which must be fulfilled, otherwise the application of
the operation fails. For instance, the arguments of the operation merge must not be in conflict. Common refactorings for delta-based SPLs as introduced by Schulze et al. [19] can
easily be implemented by combining the basic restructuring operations offered by SiPL.
For instance, the refactoring Resolve Duplicated Actions should extract the common delta
actions from two delta modules, e.g. ∆SPressure and ∆APressure , into a new one. First, we call
intersect(∆SPressure , ∆APressure ) to create a new delta module ∆SPressure||APressure containing
the common delta actions from the delta modules ∆SPressure and ∆APressure . Next, we replace
∆SPressure and ∆APressure with the delta modules ∆0SPressure = minus(∆SPressure , ∆APressure ) and
∆0APressure = minus(∆APressure , ∆SPressure ). In order to check the applicability of a refactoring, it is checked whether the preconditions of the contained restructuring operations are
satisfied.
Quality Metrics for Delta Modeling SiPL has been further extended by a range of
metrics in order to assess the quality of a delta module set and to recommend applicable
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refactorings. A metric is defined by a name, a computation function as well as an indicator
which defines whether a high value is better or worse than a low value. For example, the
relational complexity of a delta module measures the average number of occurrences of
delta actions in relations to other delta modules. A lower value is preferable and indicates
that the delta module is easier understandable and maintainable because relations with
other delta modules are less complex. The redundancy relates the number of duplicate delta
actions and all delta actions of a non-empty delta module. A lower value indicates better
reusability. Further metrics are presented in [14]. Whenever a refactoring is successfully
applicable, the affected metric values are computed before and after the refactoring and
presented to the developer as shown in the lower part of Figure 3. The usefulness of metrics
depends on the modeling language, style preferences and other factors. The metric values
reported can only be interpreted by developers. The metrics currently offered by SiPL are
based on our personal experience, they turned out to be useful for detecting design flaws
and bad smells. The implementation of most metrics on the basis of our analysis functions
is straightforward, i.e. further metrics beyond the existing one can be easily implemented.
However, more empirical research is needed on the definition and usage of metrics in the
context of quality assurance of delta-oriented MBSPLs.
Moreover, we want to adopt statistical methods for the definition of metric thresholds to
increase the effectiveness in detecting possible design flaws and bad smells. Another aspect which we plan to investigate in more detail is whether it is possible to further increase
automation and guidance in the refactoring process, e.g. by relating bad smells to refactorings mitigating those smells. We will further investigate how the detected smells can be
used to recommend refactorings for the problem space, i.e. the feature model.
While our analysis functions and refactorings work fine in closed environments where
model elements can be uniquely identified using IDs, software systems are usually developed in distributed development environments by teams. A centralized model element
management must be available to manage all model elements used and created by delta
modules. Therefore, we plan to combine the concept of super-imposed models [2] with
delta modeling. Super-imposed models represent the whole SPL in one ”model”, which is
also known as ”150% model”. However, they require additional notations, modifications
of the modeling language, i.e. the meta-model, and a dedicated graphical editor. Thus,
we plan to develop a generic representation of super-imposed models derived form delta
modules.

4

Conclusion

We presented an overview of the basic approach and functionality of the SiPL framework
for delta-oriented MBSPL engineering. Delta Modules are created by model differencing,
and networks of deltas created this way may be statically analyzed w.r.t. various interrelations. Additionally, the framework offers a fundamental set of delta-generating operations
which can be exploited to implement common refactorings for delta-oriented SPLs. To
recommend appropriate refactorings, the framework makes use of the concept of metrics
to show the impact of each applicable refactoring. We further outlined several avenues for
future work to fully realize our vision of a comprehensive tool environment supporting all
major development activities involved in the implementation of delta-oriented MBSPLs.
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Improving Reuse in Architecture Modeling with
Higher-Order Components
Kai Adam1, Bernhard Rumpe1 , Andreas Wortmann1

Abstract: Modern architecture description languages (ADLs) combine the benefits of componentbased software engineering and model-driven development. Conceiving software component models
as black-boxes entails challenges to their reuse when they must be customized to the new application context. Thus, reuse in ADLs usually is limited to situations with perfect fit between software
architecture and already available components, requires fixing reuse options apriori, or entails the
generic complexities of, for instance, delta modeling [HKR+ 11]. We present a concept of higherorder components for component and connector (C&C) ADLs that enables modeling components
with component-valued parameters to enable injecting customized subcomponents where necessary.
This concept relies on metamodel element adaptation and can be retrofitted into many C&C ADLs,
which is demonstrated with MontiArcAutomaton architecture modeling infrastructure. Higher-order
components are more flexible than 150% [GKPR08] models and less challenging than delta modeling. They enable to customize components prior to reuse easily and hence C&C architecture modeling with facilitate off-the-shelf components.
Keywords: Model-Driven Development; Architecture Description Languages; Component and Connector Architectures; Component Reuse

1

Introduction

The ultimate vision of component-based software engineering (CBSE) is to compose
complex systems from off-the-shelf, black-box components. Yet customizing third-party
components can be necessary to prevent engineering slightly different components from
scratch, fixing reuse options apriori, or learning delta modeling languages [HKR+ 11].
Furthermore, many approaches to CBSE employ general programming languages (GPLs),
which confront developers with the “accidental complexities” [FR07] of their idiosyncrasies. Model-driven development (MDD) [VSB+ 13] lifts models to primary development artifacts to abstract from both. These models conform to modeling languages and
can be translated into GPL artifacts automatically. Component and connector (C&C) architecture description languages (ADLs) [MT00] are modeling languages to describe software architectures. Although the abstraction of C&C ADLs enables many useful features,
it usually is still expected to reuse complete components in a black-box fashion, which at
best can be parametrized with data-type-valued arguments.
We present an approach to parametrize hierarchical C&C models with component-typevalued arguments to enable the injection of subcomponents into black-box components.
These higher-order component parameters are tied to component-types and enable a postponed customization for such models by passing instances of the (sub-)type without changing the component model (i.e., the choice of subtypes of a subcomponent is left open).
1
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This approach relies on introducing adapters to the ADLs’ metamodels and introducing
few well-formedness rules. Employing adaptation enables to reuse the remaining parts
of existing infrastructure (existing well-formedness rules, model transformations) without
modification and hence is a worthwhile extension to many C&C ADLs.
The contribution of this paper is a concept for higher-order components with componentvalued parameters. Specifically, we present the concept relative to metamodel elements
common to many C&C ADLs, show how it can be retrofitted into such languages, and
present its realization for the MontiArcAutomaton ADL. In the following, Sec. 2 describes
necessary preliminaries before Sec. 3 illustrates the benefits of this approach by a motivating example. Sec. 4 presents the concept on metamodel elements common to many
C&C ADLs and Sec. 5 describes retrofitting it into MontiArcAutomaton ADL. Afterwards, Sec. 6 highlights related work and discusses challenges. Finally, Sec. 7 concludes.

2

Preliminaries

Architecture description languages combine the benefits of CBSE (encapsulation, reuse)
and MDD (abstraction, comprehensibility) to enable describing complex software systems
as topologies of interacting component models. Science and industry have produced over
120 ADLs [MLM+ 13] that employ various architectural styles and provide different features. Component and connector ADLs [MT00] are a specific architectural style that focuses on describing component communication through explicitly modeled connectors between the interface elements (e.g., ports) of component models. Usually, the components
can be composed hierarchically by creating configurations of subcomponent topologies
and many C&C ADLs moreover support to configure subcomponents with data type arguments (such as offsets, identifiers, etc.). Other popular architectural styles are multitier
architectures or client-server architectures. With C&C ADLs being modeling languages,
we follow [CvCR15] in assuming that these can be defined in terms of concrete syntax (the
ADL’s words), abstract syntax (the structure of its sentences), static semantics (its wellformedness rules), and dynamic semantics (its behavior). We do not impose restrictions on
the language definition constituents, i.e., the concrete syntax may be graphical or textual,
the abstract syntax may be defined by grammars or metamodels, etc.
MontiArcAutomaton is an extensible architecture modeling infrastructure comprising the
MontiArcAutomaton ADL, exchangeable model-to-model transformations, and a powerful code generation framework [RRRW15]. It is built around the MontiArcAutomaton
C&C ADL and has been applied to teaching [RRW13] and industry [HMR+ 15]. The
MontiArcAutomaton ADL describes software architectures as hierarchies of interacting
components. These components exchange messages through the unidirectional connectors
between their interfaces of directed, typed ports only. It distinguishes component types
from component instances and supports component configuration parameters to pass data
type arguments to components at their instantiation (similar to constructors in many objectoriented languages). These component parameters may use generic type parameters similar to Java. Component types are either atomic or composed. Atomic component types
are related to a behavior description, either in form of embedded automata or behavior
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Fig. 1: Top-level MontiArcAutomaton component type of an ABS implementation for motorcycles
with five subcomponents and the related UML/P class diagram data type PCMD.

implementations in the general purpose language (GPL) the components are translated
to. The behavior of composed components instead emerges from the behavior and interconnection of their subcomponent instances. Moreover, MontiArcAutomaton supports
component type inheritance, where sub-types inherit the super-types ports and configuration parameters. Retaining interface compatibility, this inheritance enables component instances of a sub-type to be used where ever its super-type is required. MontiArcAutomaton
architectures operate in the context of UML/P class diagram [Rum16] types, i.e., the data
types of ports are classes. Fig. 1 illustrates the modeling elements of MontiArcAutomaton
with an anti-lock braking system (ABS) for motorcycles. The top-level component ABS
contains a speed sensor and a hydraulic unit per wheel as well as a single electronic control
unit (ECU). Speed sensors are represented by the subcomponent instances frontSpeed
and backSpeed of component type SpeedSensor. Hydraulic units are represented by
instances frontHU and backHU of component type HydraulicUnit. Speed sensors
report the current speed of the front wheel (or back wheel) to the ECU via connectors
between their float ports speed to ECU ports fSpeed and bSpeed. The ECU also
receives the hydraulic pressures of both wheels. Based on these, it controls adapting the
hydraulic pressure by sending pressure commands (PCMDs) to the hydraulic units.

3

Example: Motorcycle ABS Architecture

The motorcycle ABS architecture depicted in Fig. 1 comprises two instances of component
type HydraulicUnit. The structure of this component type is as depicted in Fig. 2:
It receives a pressure command, which its subcomponent instance ctrl of type Controller translates into increasing pump pressure (via PumpActuator) and opening a
valve to decrease pressure (via ValveActuator) for a fixed amount of time. Both are
atomic components that interact with the environment. The PressureSensor also interacts with the environment and emits the sensed hydraulic pressure via port pressure.
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Fig. 2: The composed component type HydraulicUnit comprises four subcomponent instances
to adjust hydraulic pressure.

Following the vision of CBSE, the company implementing the ABS software architecture
for their line of sportbikes bought the component type HydraulicUnit off-the-shelf as
a black-box. When using the architecture for their line of choppers, they found that the
choppers’ weight imposes manipulating pump and valve differently. If the source of the
component types HydraulicUnit and Controller are provided, the company could
customize both manually to their requirements. This, however, usually is error-prone and
costly. Instead, they decide to replace the instances of HydraulicUnit by instances
of ExtensibleHydraulicUnit as depicted in Fig. 3. This component type already
implements our concept of component-valued parameters and yields a single configuration parameter of component type Controller and of name ctrl. Furthermore, ExtensibleHydraulicUnit features only three static subcomponent instances pump,
sensor, and valve. The subcomponent instance ctrl of type Controller is derived from the higher-order parameter of the same name. This flexibility enables the company to easily reuse the component type ExtensibleHydraulicUnit with both lines
of motorcycles: at the level of the ABS component type, only proper sub-types of Controller for the different pump and valve manipulations must be instantiated and passed
to the two instances of ExtensibleHydraulicUnit. This omits the need for errorprone and costly white-box reusing partial architectures with extensible components.

4

Higher-Order Component Parameters

As illustrated in the example, we aim to improve component reuse with C&C ADLs by enabling the parametrization of component types with component instances. To this effect,
we aim to enable passing subcomponent instances as configuration arguments to other
subcomponent instances and have the latter interpret these as ’normal’, i.e., statically declared, subcomponent instances. Exploiting component type inheritance, this enables to
create appropriate component types that inherit from the types mentioned in the potential
containing components’ parameters and pass their instances as arguments. To enable such
interpretation, we must enable interpretation of component types as data types and enable
interpretation of configuration parameters as subcomponent instances.
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Fig. 3: An extensible variant of HydraulicUnit featuring a higher-order parameter that accepts
component type arguments and interprets these as subcomponent instances.

We propose to augment the metamodel of C&C ADLs with adapters between component
types and data types and between parameters and subcomponent instances as depicted in
Fig. 4. The figure depicts an excerpt of a typical C&C ADL metamodel, where the classes
ComponentType, Connector, Port, DataType, and SCInstance represent elements common to many C&C ADLs (whether component types require and provide interfaces or yield interfaces of typed ports is irrelevant to the proposed extension). The new
metamodel elements are adapters between ComponentType and DataType (to enable
interpretation of component types as data types) and between Parameter and SCInstance (to enable interpretation of parameters as subcomponent instances).
The new classes are introduced on the metamodel level solely and, hence, do not yield representations in the concrete syntax, i.e., it is impossible to create instances of the elements
with models. Both adapters must be instantiated whenever a component configuration parameter that is of a component type is found. This enables using the arguments passed to a
composed component type expecting higher-order arguments as subcomponent instances
for all purposes. It furthermore enables to pass higher-order arguments (i.e., the subcomponent instances to be) down through multiple levels of the architectures hierarchy.
While this extension is minimally invasive to the metamodel at hand, it enables using
higher-order parameters in unintended ways. For instance, this would also enable to use
higher-order parameters as the data types of ports, which could be interpreted as sending
component instances between components, and should be prevented for now. Moreover,
it should be prevented to pass higher-order arguments to atomic subcomponent instances
(which cannot use these as intended) and to define higher-order arguments with dimensions
(i.e., passing arrays of subcomponent instances). Although more elaborate changes to the
underlying metamodel might prevent such behavior (i.e., introducing a new parameter type
with a specific concrete syntax keyword and adapting to this type), we propose to formulate such restrictions as part of the static semantics (i.e., the well-formedness) rules. This
prevents introducing more technical concepts into the metamodel. Consequently, we propose to add the following well-formedness rules to the ADL under extension: (1) Prevent
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Fig. 4: An excerpt of a metamodel of common C&C modeling elements augmented with adapters to
enable interpretation of component types as data types and of parameters as subcomponent instances.

higher-order component parameters from being used as port data types. (2) Prevent cycles
of nested higher-order component parameters. (3) Prevent passing higher-order component parameters atomic subcomponents. (4) Prevent defining higher-order arguments with
dimensions.
Other well-formedness rules might apply depending on the constraints of the ADL to be
extended. For MontiArcAutomaton, this for instance includes preventing use of higherorder parameters as generic type arguments and that (in contrast to existing MontiArcAutomaton well-formedness rules) the subcomponent instances derived from higher-order
parameters must not be connected when they are passed down to another subcomponent
instance. The dynamic semantics of derived subcomponents follows from the dynamic
semantics of subcomponent instances, i.e., as they appear to be subcomponent instances
to the operational or translational dynamic semantics of the ADL, they will be treated as
such by interpreters or code generators.

5

Retrofitting Higher-Order Components into MontiArcAutomaton

MontiArcAutomaton is a C&C ADL built on top of the language workbench MontiCore [KRV10, HLM+ 15]. As such, its textual concrete syntax and its abstract syntax are
defined as context-free grammars (CFGs) from which MontiCore generates model processing infrastructure (e.g., parser, abstract syntax classes), a well-formedness checking
framework for Java context conditions, and a template-based code generation framework
for implementation of translational dynamic semantics. From the abstract syntax, MontiCore partially derives the metamodel of a language in form of the so-called symbols. These
are abstractions of the technical abstract syntax and are used for further model processing
after the textual models have been parsed into the abstract syntax tree. MontiCore’s symbol
table infrastructure also enables resolving names with model elements kinds to symbols
for lazy calculation of model properties. Well-formedness checking and code generation
process are based on symbols. Consequently, all classes of the MontiArcAutomaton meta-
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Fig. 5: Excerpt of MontiArcAutomaton metamodel extended with adapters required to use higherorder parameters.

model are subclasses of MontiCore’s Symbol class, which yields a name and a kind. The
latter is used for resolving and inheriting symbols must override this properly (e.g., by
introducing a component type kind).
Extending Abstract Syntax: The MontiArcAutomaton metamodel comprises the elements depicted in Fig. 5 (there are further elements, such as embedded component behavior models which are irrelevant to higher-order parameters and, hence, omitted). This
includes a symbol for UML/P class diagram types with its own kind. For the new adapters
to be resolved as data types (i.e., TypeSymbol) or subcomponent instances (i.e., SCRefSymbol), the adapters KINDs must equal their respective superclasses’ KINDs. MontiArcAutomaton automatically creates instances these adapters when a name of the respective kind is resolved. For well-formedness checking and code generation, these adapters
act as data types and subcomponent instances, respectively.
Extending Static Semantics: However, this metamodel extension does not ensure wellformedness of the models. To this effect, we extend MontiArcAutomaton’s context conditions. Context conditions are Java classes that check well-formedness of specific model
elements and MontiCore’s context condition framework enables creating new context
conditions via subclassing easily. These new classes must be registered with MontiArcAutomaton and are automatically applied to the parsed models afterwards. One of these
new context conditions is depicted in Fig. 6 (left). The context condition PortDoesNotUseComponentType extends from the abstract MontiCore base class ContextCondition and overrides its getKind() method to return the PortSymbol.KIND as
well as the check() method to perform the eponymous check. An excerpt of its implementation is depicted in Fig. 6 (right). The condition processes PortSymbols and first
looks up the passed port symbols’ type via the MontiCore’s symbol table (ll. 5-7). Then it
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class PortDoesNotUseComponentType
extends ContextCondition {
public boolean check(PortSymbol symbol) {
String name = symbol.name;
String kind = PortSymbol.KIND;
TypeSymbol type = SymbolTable.resolve(name,kind);
name = type.name;
kind = TypeSymbol.KIND;
CDTypeSymbol cdType = SymbolTable.resolve(name,kind);
return cdType != null;
}
}

Fig. 6: Relations of the new PortDoesNotUseComponentType context condition (left) and an
excerpt of its implementation (right).

checks whether this type exists as class diagram type (ll. 9-11). In this case – and as MontiArcAutomaton already prohibits ambiguous types – the context condition can assume that
the type is defined as a class diagram and passes (i.e., returns true). Otherwise, MontiArcAutomaton raises an error and ultimately aborts architectures processing. Similarly,
the context conditions to prevent (1) cycles of nested higher-order component parameters, (2) passing higher-order component parameters to atomic subcomponents, (3) defining higher-order arguments with dimensions, and (4) using higher-order arguments for
generic type parameters, are added to MontiArcAutomaton. Other context conditions, for
instance ensuring the uniqueness of subcomponent names in a composed component type,
adjust to the new source of subcomponents due to automatically resolving and including
the adapters.
Extending Dynamic Semantics: MontiArcAutomaton uses MontiCore’s template-based
code generation framework to translate software architectures into executable systems. To
this effect, it processes ComponentTypeSymbol instances and related symbols and
translates these into Java artifacts or Python artifacts. In the extended metamodel, the
Field2SCRefAdapter acts as a subcomponent instance (represented by SCRefSymbol). Hence, whenever the code generator looks up subcomponent instances, the adapted
higher-order parameters are returned as well. Thus, integrating these into code generation
requires is effortless.

6

Related Work and Discussion

Many ADLs, such as AADL [FG12] or KOALA [VVKM00], support reusing complete
components via importing as subcomponents only. Other foster reuse via abstract component types [MT00]. This enables reusing partly underspecified architectures, but requires
introducing and connecting concrete components manually. Acme [GMW00] supports
templates, which are syntactic constructs enabling parametrizing components with ports.
While useful to connect a component according to its new operation context, changing the
type of a port using templates might require a new component implementation to deal with
the new message kinds, i.e., it complicates reusing component behavior. KADL [PR06]
supports component inheritance and generic parameters in component type definitions for
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data types, port types, and component types. This enables to define and reuse architectural
patterns in different contexts. Generic port types and generic component types introduce
complexity similar to Acme templates. Compared to the powerful mechanisms of Acme,
KADL, and ROOM [SGW94], our approach is more restricted on component type inheritance. This is a less powerful but an easy to use approach that prevents jeopardizing the
communication integrity of the architecture model and reduces the complexity in reuse.
Our approach to improving reuse in ADLs with higher-order components parameters relies on adapting the ADL’s metamodel and adding well-formedness rules to prevent side
effects. This is less powerful than delta modeling [HKR+ 11], which enables comprehensive changes to components by adding or removing models parts. This can result in
broken architectures, which higher-order components prevent. Also, this is more expressive than 150% modeling [GKPR08] (where every possible option is in the model), as
it supports a postponed customization of higher-order components without introducing
new modeling primitives. Although MontiArcAutomaton supports specifying components
with generic type parameters (i.e., design-time underspecification of configuration parameter types or port types), we explicitly prevent higher-order components with generic type
parameters. While adaptation of component types to data types generally supports this,
generic type parameters can be used as port types. Using component type valued ports
also poses challenges on their integration into the type system (e.g., the members a component type exposes) and the semantics of MontiArcAutomaton (component-typed ports
could mean sending components throughout the architecture). These challenges are under
investigation.

7

Conclusion

We presented a small extension for C&C ADLs to improve reuse with component-valued
parameters. These parameters facilitate customizing black-box components by enabling to
inject subcomponent instances. This approach is more flexible than 150% models but less
challenging than delta modeling. The concept relies on adapting ADL metamodel elements
and adding few new well-formedness rules, hence it requires only minor changes to the
abstract syntax of ADLs to be retrofitted. Through adaptation, existing rules as well as
model transformations (including code generation) can be applied without modification.
We believe, this approach to component reuse is beneficial to model-driven development
with ADLs and future extension will improve this further.
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Abstract. Model Checking techniques such as UPPAAL [XTL+ 10] are
not well suited for the verification of dynamic systems where new participants may show up or leave a scenario. Thus, many car2x communication scenarios where new cars show up or old cars leave a communicating group are hard to verify with the help of current model checkers.
Graph transformation systems such as SDMLib are especially suited for
modeling dynamic object structures, formally. In the thesis of Christoph
Eickhoff we have extended the formal model of graph transformations
towards so-called reachability graphs. Given a start graph and a set of
model transformation rules, a reachability graph represents the set of
all possible graphs created from the start graph by applying the graph
transformation rules, iteratively. In this paper we report on a case study,
verifying several safety and liveness features for a car2x communication
scenario with cars showing up, dynamically.

1

Introduction

In his master thesis [Eic16], Christoph Eickhoff developed a technique and a
method for so-called Reachability Graphs. This technique is especially suited for
the verification of various properties of dynamic systems. In this paper we report
on a car2x communication case study that has been developed and verified with
the help of Reachability Graphs.

2

The Car2X Communication Example Case

Our example is taken from [GGG+ 15]. The example case is a simple traffic light
provided by e.g. a truck with a broken engine that blocks one direction in a twoway traffic road, cf. Figure 1. As the truck blocks one direction it sets up a car2x
communication with the cars approaching the narrowing. The truck signals the
approaching cars whether they may pass by or whether they shall wait for the
other direction. Cars show up in both directions, randomly.
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The challenge is to set up a communication scheme that ensures that no two
cars enter the narrowing at the same time from different directions (as they may
hit each other). In addition, we would like to avoid deadlocks and some fairness
would be great, too. This means, no one should have to wait an eternity to pass
the narrowing.

Figure 1. Road Blocking Example

3

Formal Model

The first step in our protocol verification is to provide a graph / an object model
that allows to represent possible states of our road blocking example. Here we
follow the Story Driven Modeling approach, cf. [NJZ13]. Thus we study the
example situation given in Figure 1 and come up with a simple graph / object
structure that represents the relevant aspects of that situation, cf. Figure 2. In
our model, each lane is split in a number of Track objects. The Track objects
are connected via east and west links providing the driving direction. In the
narrowing, the tracks have both an east and a west link. A Track may host a
Car object that may follow the available direction links. In addition there are
two (virtual) signal objects representing whether the narrowing may be entered
from this direction or not.
From the example object situation we derive systematically a class diagram
and generate a Java implementation for such object models. This is a rather
technical step.
Next we model the behavior of the example participants with the help of
visual model transformation rules provided by SDMLib, cf. [ZGLN13,SDM].
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Figure 2. Object Diagram Modeling an Example Situation

Figure 3 shows the rule that creates new cars at the east end of our example
road. The rule consists of a number of so-called pattern objects that form a
search pattern. This search pattern is matched against the current situation.
When a match is found, the matched objects may be modified or deleted and new
elements may be created. In Figure 3 the matching starts with a MapPO object
m1 that matches the Map object in our example situation, e.g. object s M853 in
Figure 2. Then, object t2 of our rule matches a Track object e.g. s T860 in
Figure 2. Similarly, t5:TrackPO may match s T859 in Figure 2. As the pattern
objects t2 and t5 are connected via an east link, the same is required for the
matched objects s T860 and s T859. This holds in our example. Next our rule
has two negative subpattern formed by pattern objects t3 and c4, respectively.
It must not be possible to extend the match for the core rule formed by m1, t2,
and t5 into a match that also matches a negative subpattern. In our example
this means, Track s T860 must not have another track east of it. Or in other
words, s t860 must be the first track in east direction. This holds. Second, there
must be no car on Track s T860. This holds too. Thus we have found a match
for the rule and we may execute the rule effects. In Figure 3 the pattern object
c6 has the stereotype create. Thus, this pattern object creates a new Car
object in our current example graph and connects it to the matches of m1 and
t2 via cars and car links, respectively. A new car shows up in the scene.
Figure 4 shows the transformation rule that moves cars along the tracks.
Again the matching starts with m1:MapPO. Next, c2 matches a car with travelDirection
== east that shall be located at a Track matched by t3. The Track we want
to travel to is matched by t4. Again there are two negative subpattern. First,
there must be no Car at the Track matched by t4. And second, if there is a
Signal attached to (the match of) t3, then this Signal must not show red
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(pass==false). If these conditions hold, a new car link is created connecting
the matched Car to the new Track.

Figure 3. Model Transformation Creating new Cars at Street Start

In our first rule set there are additional rules for creating cars at the west end
and for traveling west. It would have been possible to come up with a more clever
representation of traveling direction that would have avoided to have double rules
for directions east and west. However, this was the first model that came into
our mind and we wanted to show that the approach works for simple models,
too. Finally, there is a rule that switches the travel lights.
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Figure 4. Model Transformation Moving a Car forward

4

Verifying our rule set

In order to check our system behavior, we used the reachability graph computation mechanism provided by SDMLib. Basically, we provided a start graph
representing an empty road and we asked SDMLib to apply all our rules in all
possible places and in all possible orders as often as possible. Each time a rule
is applied, we create a copy of the old graph and add the resulting graph to the
set of so-called reachable states. In addition, we connect the old and the new
reachable state with an edge labeled by the rule that has been applied. A special
problem arises, when there are multiple sequences of rule applications that result in the same graph. In that case we want this target graph only once in our
reachability graph. To identify duplicated graphs, we follow the approach of the
Groove system developed by Arend Rensink, cf. [Ren04]. Basically, we compute
so-called node certificates that are hash keys that characterize nodes and we
combine these node hash keys to a hash key for the whole graph. Thus, when a
new graph is generated, we compute its hash key and if this hash key is unique,
we actually have a new graph. If there is another graph with the same hash key,
we perform an isomorphism check. If the graphs are isomorphic, we merge the
two reachable states in our reachability graph, i.e. we redirect all edges to one
of the reachable states and remove the other.
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Figure 5. Reachability Graph with First Set of Rules, Not Yet Working Well

Figure 5 shows an overview of the reachability graph derived for our example rule set. This graph has 6912 reachable states and as you see you cannot
see much. Frequently, the number of reachable states is quite high (some millions) and thus you are not able to inspect each reachable state and each rule
application in detail.
To help, SDMLib provides several means to analyze a reachability graph.
First of all, one may specify forbidden situations. For our example, the pattern
in Figure 6 matches if two cars heading each other are found on neighbor tracks
within the narrowing. (You are in the narrowing iff the Tracks matched by t2
and t3 are connected by an east and by a west link.) Such a situation models
a deadlock (or that the cars are going to hit each other). This situation should
not occur.
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Figure 6. Deadlock Detection Rule

If we pass forbidden patterns to the computation of the reachability graph,
all reachable states where a forbidden pattern matches are shown in red color,
cf. Figure 5 (, and reported to the user). Nodes without a forbidden situation
are shown in green.
In our simple rule set the signals are not operated properly. The rule turning
a signal green does not ensure that the narrowing is empty. This may result in
cars entering the narrowing too early and thus in deadlocks. This problem has
been identified by the reachability graph and is flagged by the red nodes. In
addition, the arcs that connect a save state with a forbidden state are drawn in
red. This gives a hint on transformation rules that cause the forbidden situation.
The reachability graph in Figure 5 shows another problem of our simple rule
set: there are some nodes drawn in blue color. Blue nodes are so-called final
states, i.e. states where no rule applies any more. Somehow such final states
represent dead ends in our rule execution. Actually, our traffic simulation should
not stop running as this would mean that we have a major traffic jam and no car
can move any more. A short inspection of one of the blue nodes (by clicking on
it) reveals, that some cars have reached the end of their track and cannot move
on and the other cars line up behind those. We have just forgotten to provide a
rule where cars may leave our scenario when they reach the end of their track.

5

Conclusions

In our case study, we started with a simple object model for our car2x scenario
and we came up with a simple rule set modeling the behavior of the participants.
In addition, we provided one simple deadlock pattern, that identifies forbidden
situations. Although the reachability graph is quite large, it directly reports
that the forbidden situation is reached (quite often) and which rule caused the
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problem. Actually, the move rules where flagged first, but going back one step
revealed that the signal management had a problem. Similarly, the dead end
detection showed that a rule for cars leaving the situation was missing. After
correcting the signal handling and adding the cars leaving rule, all problems were
solved.
SDMLib models and model transformation as well as the reachability graph
computation have a well defined and sound formal semantics. Thus, when the
reachability graph does not show any problems, then it is formally proven, that
none of the specified problems exists. In our example, we have formally proven
that the given rules ensure that there is no dead lock i.e. no cars will crash. Thus
we have proven correctness or safety of our system. Similarly it is easy to prove
that no car gets stuck for ever in our system: you simply show that for each
situation there is a successor situation where any car has moved on. Actually,
our rule set does not ensure fairness: the signals may change direction but this
is not enforced. Such situations are identified as cycles in our reachability graph
where the system might run through for ever.
Generally, the case study shows that models and model transformations and
reachability graphs are a formal approach that is able to prove system properties
like correctness, safety, liveness, and fairness. We claim that this approach is a
fairly simple formal mechanism that is easy to learn and use compared to e.g.
linear time logic and standard model checking mechanism as e.g. provided by
UPPAAL , cf. [XTL+ 10]. We claim it is also simpler than the approach proposed
by [GGG+ 15]. Seeing [GGG+ 15] we got the idea that our approach fits better
for this problem.
In safety critical systems the ISO 26262 and IEC 61508 requires the use
of formal methods. Thus, SDMLib reachability graph hereby volunteer for this
purpose as a simple formal method that is easy to learn and use and apply.
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Software-Architektur eingebetteter Systeme auf Basis
domänenspezifischer Sprachen in der industriellen Praxis –
eine Fallstudie
Jens Zimmermann1

Abstract: Während die modellbasierte Entwicklung allgemein bereits seit mehreren Jahren große
Teile der industriellen Software-Entwicklung für eingebettete Systeme prägt, wird der Ansatz der
Meta-Modellierung, also des Entwurfs einer domänenspezifischen Sprache, bisher nur sehr
vereinzelt verwendet. Anhand einer Fallstudie aus der Software-Entwicklung für Landmaschinen
werden typische Probleme und Beschränkungen dieses Ansatzes in der Praxis charakterisiert, aber
auch der klar erkennbare Nutzen. Dieser geht im Fall der modellierten Software-Architektur durch
die Möglichkeiten der Validierung und Code-Generierung deutlich über den einer klassischen
UML-Modellierung hinaus.
Keywords: Eingebettete Software, Domänenspezifische Sprache, Meta-Modellierung,
Modellbasierte Entwicklung, Software-Architektur, Architektur-Validierung, Code-Generierung

1

Modelle in der Entwicklung von Software für eingebettete
Systeme

Die Verwendung von Modellen – egal welcher Art – in der Software-Entwicklung für
eingebettete Systeme ist in verschiedenen Unternehmen oder sogar in verschiedenen
Abteilungen desselben Unternehmens sehr unterschiedlich ausgeprägt. Die Spannbreite
reicht von „kein einziges Modell in der gesamten Entwicklung“ bis zu „keine Zeile
projektspezifischen Codes, der nicht aus einem Modell generiert wurde“. In diesem
ersten Teil soll der Stand der Technik knapp charakterisiert werden.
1.1

Fokus auf Implementierungs-Modelle

Die Simulation und Code-Generierung von (meist regelungstechnischen) Algorithmen
mit Werkzeugen wie Simulink ist in vielen Unternehmen etabliert. Auf diese
Prozessschritte wird der Begriff der modellbasierten Software-Entwicklung häufig
reduziert und synonym verwendet. Die Nutzung von Modellen in anderen
Entwicklungsschritten wie Anforderungsanalyse oder Architektur ist deutlich weniger
weit verbreitet [KZ10].
1
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Modelle in der Software-Architektur

Im Bereich der Software-Architektur ist die Modellierung zumindest in der AutomotiveBranche durch den zugehörigen AUTOSAR-Standard [AUT] etabliert. Dort ist die
vollständige Code-Generierung, zumindest für die oberen Schichten einer SoftwareArchitektur für eingebettete Systeme, oftmals schon gängige Praxis, nämlich basierend
auf zwei separaten Modelltypen für Architektur und Implementierung, die
sinnvollerweise auf Ebene der Software-Schnittstellen miteinander verknüpft sind. Die
Unified Modeling Language kommt in allen Industriezweigen zum Einsatz, jedoch ist
der Mehrwert eines UML-Modells für die Software-Architektur oftmals kaum spürbar,
da es als reine Visualisierung, also Dokumentation, verwendet wird. Eine
Weiterverwendung von UML-Architektur-Modellen in anderen Entwicklungsschritten,
etwa durch Code-Generierung, ist nicht verbreitet [Br11].
1.3

Domänenspezifische Sprachen

Domänenspezifische Sprachen beginnen sich erst sehr langsam in der industriellen
Praxis durchzusetzen. Der oben schon angesprochene AUTOSAR-Standard ist ein
Beispiel dafür. Unternehmens- oder abteilungsspezifische Meta-Modelle füllen oftmals
methodische Lücken, die mit klassischen Entwicklungswerkzeugen nicht geschlossen
werden konnten, etwa:


Das Forcieren einer klaren Datenstruktur als Qualitätsmaßnahme: Die
Sprachdefinition selbst (das Meta-Modell) und optional auch Validierungsregeln
(etwa auf Basis der Object Constraint Language [OCL]) geben dem Modellierer
einen klaren Rahmen vor, der nicht nur auf das Problem zugeschnitten ist, sondern
auch vorgegebene Lösungsmuster als „best practice“ mitbringen kann, viel mehr, als
das etwa die UML tut.



Der Import von Daten aus verschiedenartigen Quellen: Auch wenn manche
kommerzielle Werkzeuge viele Import-Funktionen mitbringen, sind dort häufig
manche Interaktionen unmöglich, einfach weil die Werkzeuge einen Fokus
mitbringen, welche Daten sie überhaupt verarbeiten können. In komplexen
Software-Entwicklungen werden aber so viele Daten aus so zahlreichen
Quellformaten miteinander in Verbindung gebracht 2, dass sie nur in einer eigens
definierten Modellierungssprache vereint werden können.



Die Prüfung von Datenkonsistenz: Wo große Datenmengen eingegeben oder
zusammengeführt werden, bieten sich Überprüfungen an, die von der Einhaltung
gewisser Normen und Standards über unternehmensweite Regelungen bis hin zu
projektspezifischen Festlegungen reichen können. Die Rückmeldung kann detailliert
erfolgen, gestaffelt nach Schweregraden von „Fatal“ bis „Info“.

2

Als Beispiel aus der Automotive-Industrie soll hier eine (unvollständige) Liste von Werkzeug- und
Formatnamen dienen: AUTOSAR, ODX, DOORS, Simulink, FIBEX, DBC, Excel, C.
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2

Die Weiterverwendbarkeit modellierter Informationen in variablen Exporten /
Generaten: Die Erstellung einer domänenspezifischen Sprache bleibt meist nicht bei
der reinen Meta-Modellierung stehen, sondern geht mit der zugehörigen
Werkzeugentwicklung für Importe (s.o.) und Exporte einher. Die
Werkzeugentwicklung ist dann notwendigerweise ein Meta-Modell-spezifischer
Aufwand, kann aber auf alle spezifischen Wünsche hinsichtlich Export-Formaten
und -Eigenschaften eingehen. Dabei sind dokumentierende Exporte, etwa nach
HTML, genauso üblich wie Code-Generierung, etwa von C-Code.

Software-Architektur für ein Steuergerät: eine Fallstudie

Im betrachteten Projekt geht es um die Software-Architektur eines Steuergerätes für die
Ventil-Steuerung eines Traktors. Die zugehörige Funktionalität ist typisch für
eingebettete Systeme: Regelungstechnische Algorithmen oder Zustandsmaschinen, die
auf Basis von Sensor-Werten und Nutzer-Eingaben entsprechende Aktuatoren ansteuern.
Die vermeintlich simplen Algorithmen können trotzdem eine große Komplexität in Form
von
komplizierten
Verhaltensanforderungen
basierend
auf
verschiedenen
Systemzuständen, zeitlichen Verläufen und mehreren parallelen, zu priorisierenden
Nutzereingaben aufweisen. In diesem zweiten Teil sollen – anhand des zeitlichen
Verlaufs im betrachteten Projekt – sowohl die technischen Lösungen als auch die
Hintergründe und Randbedingungen für die zugehörigen Entscheidungen charakterisiert
werden.
2.1

Ausgangssituation: Nicht mehr wartbare Implementierung

Der Einführung neuer Technologien in bestehende Entwicklungsprozesse geht
typischerweise ein hoher Leidensdruck voraus, der erst die Bereitschaft für die
zugehörigen Änderungen entstehen lässt. Im Fall der Ventil-Steuerung war die
Implementierung (C-Code) über 20 Jahre gewachsen. Neue oder geänderte
Anforderungen wurden – eine bekannte Problematik – als Sonderfälle in bestehende
Strukturen integriert, auch wenn eine Neustrukturierung angebracht gewesen wäre. Eine
Dokumentation der Architektur / des Designs gab es nicht, insgesamt kamen im
gesamten Entwicklungsprozess keine Modelle zum Einsatz.
Weitere neue Anforderungen an die Funktionalität, die nur noch mit größten Mühen in
den bestehenden Code hätten integriert werden können, gaben den Ausschlag, über eine
komplette Neustrukturierung nachzudenken.
2.2

Referenz-Architektur: Dokumentation der Prinzipien der neuen SoftwareStruktur

Zunächst wurde eine klassische UML-Modellierung (Komponenten-Diagramme)
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gewählt, um eine Übersicht über die Funktionen und Schnittstellen im betrachteten
Projekt zu gewinnen. Darüber hinaus wurden „best practices“ zur Software-Architektur
aus der Entwicklungs-Abteilung zusammengetragen. Beides zusammen resultierte in
einem Ziel-Bild, wie die Ventil-Steuerung umzustrukturieren wäre. PowerPoint-Bilder
wurden erstellt und in einem Word-Dokument erläutert, welches als „ReferenzArchitektur“ (siehe Abb. 1) die wichtigsten Struktur-Entscheidungen festhält, unter
anderem:


Nomenklatur, etwa dass atomare Software-Einheiten Software-Komponenten
genannt werden, die wiederum als Sensor, Applikation oder Aktuator klassifiziert
sein können,



Geschichtete Architektur, etwa dass oberhalb der Treiber-Ebene zunächst eine noch
HW-nahe Schicht aus Sensoren und Aktuatoren liegt, welche mit einer HWunabhängigen Applikationsschicht auf oberster Ebene interagiert,



Schnittstellen, etwa dass jegliche Interaktion zwischen Software-Komponenten
explizit als Daten-Kommunikation sichtbar sein muss (in Form von an CFunktionen übergebenen Parametern).

Abb. 1: Auszug aus der Referenz-Architektur: Ein Diagramm, welches den Datenfluss beschreibt

2.3

Referenz-Architektur
unzulängliche Lösung

plus

Komponenten-Diagramm

(UML)

als

Die Referenz-Architektur sollte zunächst auf die Ventil-Steuerung angewendet werden
und die resultierende Software-Architektur sollte als UML-Komponenten-Diagramme
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dokumentiert werden. Drei Beobachtungen gaben noch relativ am Anfang dieser
Umsetzungsphase den Ausschlag, eine domänenspezifische Sprache mit zugehörigen
Werkzeugen einzuführen:


Die Referenz-Architektur enthält fest vorgegebene Objekttypen und Regeln für
deren Zusammenhänge, aber nur in schriftlicher Form. Mithilfe eines UMLWerkzeugs kann ein Software-Architekt ein Modell erstellen, in welchem er diese
Regeln falsch interpretiert oder sogar absichtlich missachtet. Besser wäre eine
Möglichkeit, die Regeln dem Architekten so mitzugeben, dass er überhaupt nur
konforme Modelle erstellen kann.



Die Modellierung in UML wurde als unangemessen empfunden, weil gemäß
Referenz-Architektur nur ein Bruchteil der vorhandenen Sprachelemente
überhaupt benutzt werden sollte und umgekehrt manche Aspekte der ReferenzArchitektur in UML nur mühsam (etwa mit Notes) abbildbar waren. Ein UMLProfil könnte hier helfen, allerdings war die zugehörige Lösung in den verfügbaren
Werkzeugen (Enterprise Architect und Integrity Modeler) nicht im Projekt-Team
bekannt. Außerdem erschien der Aufwand für die UML-Modellierung und erst
recht für die Einführung eines UML-Profils allein zu Dokumentations-Zwecken
recht hoch.



Die Umsetzung im C-Code zeigte schnell, dass die klaren Strukturvorgaben
notwendigerweise zu strukturell identischem C-Code über die verschiedenen
Software-Komponenten hinweg führen. Außerdem fällt die Doppelarbeit auf, dass
nämlich genau die Komponenten, Signale und Datentypen, die in UML modelliert
werden, dann auch im zugehörigen C-Code implementiert werden. Offensichtlich
gilt es, Inkonsistenzen zwischen Modell und Code zu vermeiden. Solche
Inkonsistenzen können etwa durch Tippfehler zustande kommen, aber auch durch
Änderungen, die versehentlich nicht parallel auf beiden Ebenen eingearbeitet
werden.

Das AUTOSAR-Meta-Modell wäre dabei als Standard der verwandten
Automobilindustrie die erste Wahl gewesen, um die Entwicklung einer eigenen Sprache
zu vermeiden. Dafür hätte neben den geringeren Aufwänden die Kompatibilität mit
einem Industrie-Standard gesprochen, die dem Projekt Zukunftssicherheit und geringere
Anlernzeiten garantiert hätte. Dass trotzdem eine eigene Sprache zur
Architekturbeschreibung entwickelt wurde, hatte unter anderem folgende Gründe:


Der AUTOSAR-Standard war im Projektumfeld noch nicht bekannt und eine
Einführung in naher Zukunft nicht geplant. Eine Anwendung des Standards hätte
auch finanzielle Folgen: Die kommerzielle Nutzung bedingt eine Mitgliedschaft in
der AUTOSAR-Partnerschaft mit den zugehörigen Beiträgen.



AUTOSAR besitzt ein komplexes Meta-Modell, von dem nur geringe Bruchteile
in diesem Projekt verwendet würden. Der größere Teil des AUTOSAR-Meta-
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Modells käme durchaus als unnötiger Ballast zum Tragen, etwa in der
Komplexität der AUTOSAR-Werkzeuge.


2.4

Die AUTOSAR-Sprache enthält viele Prinzipien, die sie mächtig und vielseitig
anwendbar machen, auf die aber im Projekt bewusst verzichtet werden sollte
(KISS-Prinzip). Dazu zählen etwa das explizite Modellieren von ConnectionObjekten, welches im Projekt durch eine simple Referenz des Empfängers auf das
Signal des Senders ersetzt werden sollte, und sogar die (möglicherweise multiple)
Instanziierung von Komponenten, für die es keine Notwendigkeit gab.
Überzeugung durch einen schnell verfügbaren Prototypen

Das Prinzip der domänenspezifischen Sprache war in der Abteilung nicht bekannt und
entsprechend groß waren die Vorbehalte, dahingehend Zeit zu investieren. Die zum
Eclipse Modeling Framework [EMF] gehörende Methodik erlaubte es aber, innerhalb
weniger Arbeitstage (ca. vier Mann-Tage) einen funktionsfähigen Prototypen zu
erstellen, der folgende Aspekte umfasste:


Erster Entwurf des Meta-Modells, das die Prinzipien der Referenz-Architektur
abbildet (eine spätere, detailliertere Version ist in Abb. 2 zu sehen),



Generierung eines simplen Editors, der auch schon einige Validierungsregeln
beherrscht und zugehörige Warnungen / Fehler anzeigen kann (eine spätere
Version ist in Abb. 3 zu sehen),



Implementierung eines einfachen Code-Generators, der aus einem Modell
zugehörige C-header und Skelette für die Implementierungen erzeugen kann.

Das praktische „Ausprobieren“ des hilfreichen Editors und der automatisch sich
ergebenden Konsistenz zwischen Modell und Code und nicht zuletzt die
Arbeitserleichterung durch die generierten Code-Skelette, in die lediglich die eigentliche
Implementierung der Algorithmen noch eingefügt werden musste, überzeugten die
Projektbeteiligten schnell.
Der Zusammenhang des Meta-Modells in Abb. 2 mit den Architektur-Prinzipien aus der
oben beschriebenen Referenz-Architektur mit Abb. 1 ist beispielsweise in folgenden
Aspekten erkennbar:


Software-Komponenten sind entweder SwcSensor, SwcActuator oder eine
Kombination von beidem (SwcSensAct) und damit auf der linken „extern“-Seite
eingeordnet, oder sie sind SwcApp und damit auf der rechten „app“-Seite
eingeordnet.



Software-Komponenten liegen in Packages, welche die gesamte Software
hierarchisch gliedern, also die Teile „extern“ und „app“ sowie die
Funktionsgruppen darstellen können.
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Die von SwcApps gesendeten Signale sind unter „LocalOutput“ oder
„LibraryOutput“ einzuordnen, was anzeigt, ob sie nur an andere SwcApps
(innerhalb „app“) gesendet werden oder aber über die „Output“-Struktur auch an
SwcActuators.

Abb. 2: Auszug aus dem Meta-Modell für die Software-Architektur

Abb. 3: Screenshot des generierten Editors

2.5

Etablierung des domänenspezifischen Ansatzes durch Werkzeugfunktionen

Der Prototyp wurde mittlerweile weiterentwickelt, nicht nur mit einem deutlich
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detaillierteren Meta-Modell, auch mit mehr Funktionen im Editor, hauptsächlich in der
Anzeige und Abstufung von Validierungs-Meldungen. Die Werkzeuglösung für den
Software-Architekten beinhaltet außerdem den Import von Header-Dateien, die die
Signale auf Ebene der Busse beschreiben, die am Steuergerät angeschlossen sind. Ferner
werden als Teil der Generierung die Signalflüsse visualisiert (basierend auf Doxygen
[DOX] mit Dot [DOT], siehe Abb. 4), erweiterte merge-Strategien im Code-Generator
wurden festgelegt (dass die im generierten Code eingefügte Implementierung bei
Neugenerierung erhalten bleiben soll), und sogar eine Anbindung an Unit-Tests existiert
(wo zusätzlicher Code generiert wird, der den C-Code einer Software-Komponente in
die Simulationsumgebung von Simulink einbettet und dort testbar macht).
Die Implementierung der Werkzeuge, insbesondere des Code-Generators, wird dabei
gemäß der EMF-Methodik in Java realisiert, wobei die Spracherweiterung Xtend [XTE]
sehr wertvolle Dienste leistet, weil sie den Zugriff auf Modell-Objekte und -Relationen
nochmals vereinfacht und Vorlagen für die Code-Generierung leicht handhabbar macht.
Diese für das Projekt sehr wertvollen Funktionalitäten sind nicht direkt mit der zugrunde
liegenden Modellierungsmethodik – der domänenspezifischen Sprache – verbunden,
konnten aber letztlich in dieser Effizienz nur auf genau dieser Basis entwickelt werden
und haben sie für das Projekt unverzichtbar gemacht.

Abb. 4: Visualisierung des Signalflusses, erzeugt im Code-Generator mit Doxygen/Dot

2.6

Gewonnene Erkenntnisse

Im Rückblick auf das seit anderthalb Jahren laufende Projekt wurde der gewählte Ansatz
in verschiedener Weise bestätigt, allerdings wurde die DSL-basierte SoftwareArchitektur noch in keinem anderen Projekt der Abteilung übernommen. Im Einzelnen
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wurden folgende Beobachtungen gemacht:


Das relativ simple, generierte Werkzeug für den SW-Architekten, das im
Wesentlichen mit einer Baum-Struktur und Eigenschaften von Objekten arbeitet,
ist für die tägliche Arbeit völlig ausreichend.



Anpassungen im Meta-Modell gab es viele (das Meta-Modell hat sich im Laufe
der anderthalb Jahre um etwa 60% vergrößert), allerdings fast ausschließlich zur
Einführung zusätzlicher Funktionen. Die Anteile aus dem ersten Entwurf sind
bislang weitestgehend stabil geblieben.



Die zum Meta-Modell und zur Code-Generierung hinzugefügten Funktionen
erreichen immer neue Aspekte der Software-Architektur und des SoftwareEntwicklungsprozesses. So sind nun auch Anteile der Implementierung generiert,
nämlich die Abbildung von empfangenen Bus-Nachrichten auf die SoftwareSignale und umgekehrt von Software-Signalen auf gesendete Bus-Nachrichten.
Auch das Debugging wurde vereinfacht, zum einen durch eine generierte
Implementierung, die Software-Signale über den Bus zu Debugging-Zwecken
verschickt, und zum anderen durch eine generierte Konfiguration für das
Debugging-Werkzeug (CANoe), welche das Layout der Debugging-Nachrichten
enthält sowie ein User-Interface zum Aktivieren und Deaktivieren bestimmter
Nachrichten. Schließlich hat die Generierung auch den Software-Test erreicht, für
den bisher manuell Wrapper-Code erstellt werden musste, um den C-Code in einer
Simulink-Umgebung einzubinden und zu testen („S-Function“). Auch dieser
Wrapper-Code wird nun automatisch erstellt inklusive einer Dokumentation der
Ein- und Ausgabe-Signale einer Software-Komponente und ihrer Skalierungen.



Die notwendige Wartung des Meta-Modells und der Werkzeuge ist bislang
minimal. Die Aufwände sind fast ausschließlich auf neue Funktionen
zurückzuführen, belaufen sich aber trotzdem auf weniger als 0.2 FTE
projektbegleitend. Damit ist auch die Amortisation des Einstiegs in die DSLbasierte Software-Architektur unmittelbar, d.h. die Zeitersparnis in der SoftwareArchitektur, der Implementierung und in den Testaktivitäten wiegt unmittelbar die
Aufwände für die zugehörige Modellierungssprache plus Generierungswerkzeuge
auf.



Bisher hat leider noch keine Übertragung des gewählten Ansatzes auf andere
Projekte stattgefunden. Daher ist noch keine Aussage möglich, inwiefern für die
zugehörige Verallgemeinerung möglicherweise größere Anpassungen am MetaModell und / oder an den Generierungsmechanismen notwendig wären.

3

Ausblick

Einige zentrale Aspekte der Fallstudie lassen sich in vergleichbaren Anwendungen
derselben Methodik in anderen Projekten (aus der Automotive-Industrie und aus der
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Medizintechnik) sofort wiederfinden:


Die Neuheit: Die Definition einer domänenspezifischen Sprache ist für fast alle
Projektmitarbeiter (meist Ingenieure aus Fachbereichen wie Maschinenbau oder
Elektrotechnik) Neuland. Es erfordert Offenheit von allen Beteiligten und
signifikante Einarbeitungszeit für alle, die nicht nur zu den bloßen Nutzern der
erstellten Werkzeuge gehören.



Die Überzeugungskraft: Während in der Fallstudie die zur Methodik gehörenden
Werkzeuge die größte Überzeugungskraft beitrugen, reicht tatsächlich auch
oftmals die pure Erkenntnis, dass ein selbsterstelltes Meta-Modell extrem hilfreich
ist,



−

sich über seine eigenen Konzepte Klarheit zu verschaffen und

−

diese Konzepte optimal an Kollegen kommunizieren zu können.

Die Effizienz: Gerade mithilfe des in der Fallstudie verwendeten Eclipse Modeling
Frameworks kommt man sehr schnell zu vorzeigbaren Resultaten, die eine
zugehörige Managemententscheidung mit beeinflussen können.

Es ist zu erwarten, dass der auf domänenspezifischen Sprachen basierenden SoftwareEntwicklung – speziell der Software-Architektur – ein gewisser Siegeszug bevorsteht
und in einigen Jahren ähnlich etabliert sein wird, wie es momentan die CodeGenerierung aus Implementierungsmodellen ist.
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Towards a Model-Based Safety and Security Analysis1
Thomas Strathmann2 and Sibylle Fröschle3

Abstract: Due to the increasing amount of software and the number of communication interfaces
in safety-critical embedded systems, it becomes necessary to integrate security analysis into modelbased development processes. We outline an integrated method for analyzing the model of a system
under faults and attacks with regard to safety goals. This model-based safety and security analysis (MBSSA) builds on an existing approach to safety verification of component-based systems
using fault injection: Ports of components are annotated with failure modes and a symbolic modelchecking procedure computes minimal fault combinations that lead to a violation of the safety goal.
In close analogy to this fault injection approach, we propose to inject attacks into an abstract model
of a security architecture. Specifically, we annotate the system model with abstract security measures
and analyze the propagation of attacks. In order to avoid the state explosion problem, we perform
the security analysis in isolation from the safety analysis. The result of the security analysis is a
sequence of attacks that we inject into the model during the subsequent safety analysis. The attacks
influence the behavior of the system, thereby serving a function very similar to failure modes. The
analysis results can be used to guide the design of an integrated safety and security concept.
Keywords: Model-Based Development and Analysis, Functional Safety, Safety Verification, Security Verification, Fault and Attack Injection

1

Introduction

Due to the rising complexity and distributed nature of modern safety-critical embedded
systems, attacks with a safety impact have become a major threat. Take for example the automotive domain. Modern cars contain on the order of 100 electronic control units (ECUs)
running software comprising in excess of 100 million lines of code [Ch09]. The ECUs,
sensors, and actuators are interconnected by different communication buses. Increasingly,
external interfaces are added, exposing not only the traditional diagnostics interfaces but
also WiFi, Bluetooth, or cellular data connections. Moreover, cars of the future will communicate with each other, the road-side infrastructure, and backend servers. This Car2X
technology aims to increase the comfort and safety of the passengers. The multitude of
remote interfaces provides entry points for attacks which may spread across the internal
buses and threaten the safe operation of a car. Within the last years, there have been many
publications reporting attacks on cars with potentially critical consequences for the safety
of the vehicle [HKD11, Ch11, Ko10]. More recent attacks, like those described by Miller
1

This work was supported by the funding initiative Niedersächsisches Vorab of the Volkswagen Foundation
and the Ministry of Science and Culture of Lower Saxony as part of the Interdisciplinary Research Center on
Critical Systems Engineering for Socio-Technical Systems.
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and Valasek [MV13, MV15], highlight the need to incorporate security aspects into the
safety process.
In the automotive domain car manufacturers and their suppliers follow standardized development processes to ensure the safety of their products. The international standard
ISO 26262 defines a safety lifecycle to ensure that the design of electrical and electronic
systems is free from unreasonable risks [IS11] due to malfunctions of its components. Security engineering on the other hand is concerned with reducing the risk due to intentional
attacks on the system. Currently there is no standard for security engineering in the automotive domain or for a combined safety and security engineering process. A major step
in this direction is the SAE J3061 “cybersecurity guidebook for cyber-physical vehicle
systems.” Building on the results of research projects like EVITA or HEAVENS, it gives
recommendations on how to structure a security development process [SA16] closely following the ISO 26262. Fig. 1 shows the different activities and their relationship in the
SAE J3061 process framework. The lifecycle starts with the concept phase and continues
with product development at the system level, followed by concurrent hardware and software development phases as well as integration and test phases according to a V-process,
culminating in the release and activities concerned with the operation and maintenance of
the system.
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Fig. 1: Outline of the security engineering process from SAE J3061

We focus on the assessment of a security and safety concept during the concept phase.
Starting out from an existing model-based safety analysis (MBSA) that works by fault
injection in behavior models of the system, we want to support modeling and analysis of
security architecture, and the combination of security and safety assessment. This modelbased safety and security analysis (MBSSA), aims to automate the analysis of a safety and
security concept.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Starting with an overview of the MBSSA in
Sec. 2, we describe the component-based system model in Sec. 2.1 and the safety analysis
in Sec. 2.2. In Sec. 2.3 we outline our approach to specifying a security architecture, analyzing the effect of attacks, and combining the results with the safety analysis. In Sec. 3
we discuss related work and conclude by giving plans for future work in Sec. 4.
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Model-Based Safety and Security Analysis

We start our discussion of the MBSSA by giving an overview of the activities and artifacts
involved. Fig. 2 indicates the workflows for safety and security analysis. We first describe
the safety flow. The functional architecture is a model of the system’s connection structure.
The components are linked to models of their reactive behavior. From the safety requirements of the components, failure modes are derived that specify the effects of potential
faults on the behavior. The top-level event is the negation of the safety goal the system
shall fulfill. The safety analysis checks if the top-level event occurs under some combinations of the failure modes and produces minimal cut sets. A cut set is a combination of
faults that leads to a violation of the safety goal. A cut set is minimal if none of its subsets
is also a cut set. The right-hand side shows the flow for the security analysis. The security
architecture specifies all security controls that are necessary to satisfy the system’s security
requirements in terms of the mapping of abstract architectural patterns to the functional architecture. During the analysis, attack modes that specify the effects of attacks are injected
into the security architecture. This results in a sequence of attack modes. This attack trace
is run concurrently with the behavior model during the safety analysis to switch failure
modes on or off.
Safety Analysis

System Modeling

Security Analysis

Requirements of
Sub-Components

Safety Goal

Func�onal
Architecture

Security Architecture
Pa�erns

Failure Modes

Top-Level Event

Behavior Model

Security Architecture

Safety
Analysis

Attack
Modes

A�ack Analysis

A�ack Trace
Minimal Cut Sets

Fig. 2: Overview of the Model-Based Safety and Security Analysis

This approach supports the concept phase activities of both ISO 26262 and SAE J3061 or
similar standards for safety and security engineering. Once a preliminary architecture and
basic behavior description are available, and the threats or hazards have been identified,
the safety or security concepts can be analyzed using the MBSSA. If problems with the
concepts are found, they can be refined and the analysis re-run until the desired level of
confidence is reached that they sufficiently address the threats and hazards.

2.1

System Model

Following [Ba11] and [Hu11], we employ a component-based system model. A system
consists of a number of components. A component exposes a set of ports which is partitioned into input and output ports. These ports are connected by directed channels that
carry a value from a specified domain, e.g. a real number denoting the current speed or a
Boolean value denoting if a switch is open or closed. We call the components connected
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by a channels its endpoints. Components are either atomic (having no further structure) or
consist of a composition of sub-components. Fig. 3 shows an example of such a hierarchical component, C, with two input ports, c1 and c2 , and one output port, c3 . The ports are
connected to the atomic components A and B by the channels κ1 , . . . , κ4 .
C
c1
κ1
c2

B

A
a1

a2

κ2
κ3

b1
b2

c3
b3

κ4

Fig. 3: Example of a hierarchical component

The semantics of a system is given in terms of sets of traces. A trace is a function σ that
for each port p and discrete time step t ∈ N assigns a value σ (p,t). The function σ (p) can
be thought of as the signal on port p.

2.2

Safety Analysis

The goal of the model-based safety analysis (MBSA) is to check whether a behavior model
of the system satisfies a safety goal under a bounded number of faults [Pe06]. The faults
are abstractly characterized by failure modes that specify dysfunctional behavior at output
ports of components. Typical failure modes include stuck-at (the value of a port is constant,
e.g. a valve that is stuck open) and random (the port may take on any value at any time
– an over-approximation of other failure modes). We assume that the failure modes have
been identified in a previous process step, e.g. by using HAZOP [La74]. The safety goal is
specified as a linear temporal logic (LTL) formula. For example, the formula (v > 10 ⇒
DoorsClosed) requires that whenever the port v has a value larger than 10, the system is
in the state DoorsClosed.
The system model together with the failure mode annotation is input into a symbolic model
checker. By introducing free variables to activate each failure mode individually the model
checker can explore all possible combinations of faults. The cut sets are the fault combinations under which the safety goal is violated. Minimal cut sets are produced by applying
standard minimization techniques to the binary decision diagram (BDD) encoding of the
cut sets.

2.3

Security Analysis

We consider an attacker whose goal is to influence safety-relevant functionality. He has extensive knowledge of the system and can penetrate it via all external interfaces by exploiting vulnerabilities in exposed services to gain control over components. He can interfere
with the behavior of the compromised component, read and write data stored by the component, and exploit update mechanisms to change the component’s software. He can also
eavesdrop on the connected channels and interfere with the communication by injecting,
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altering or suppressing messages. Because channels are realized by technical communication media such as a CAN or FlexRay bus, he has access to all channels mapped to the
same medium. If the attacker compromises a gateway connecting different communication
media, his access increases.

2.3.1

Security Architecture Model

A security architecture is a collection of security controls (e.g. encryption or authentication) that address the system’s security requirements together with the mechanisms for
their implementation (e.g. secure key storage and distribution or integrity protection) taking into account assumptions about the system’s context and potential threats. With increasing security level, the effort the attacker has to invest also increases. Our approach is
to derive a catalog of security architecture patterns from established security principles and
technology with a particular focus on security architectures for embedded systems such as
EVITA [Ap10]. The goals of such architectures include protecting individual channels or
segregating components into groups that share the same level of trust, e.g. infotainment
system or engine control. These measures depend on both the integrity of components and
cryptographic keys which must be securely created, stored, and distributed. The connections between elements of a security architecture introduce subtle dependencies that an
attacker can exploit. Our goal is to provide a complete set of patterns such that an analysis of the specified security architecture can uncover these dependencies and the steps an
attacker must take to circumvent the security controls.

2.3.2

Attack Modes and Attack Propagation

To model attacks on the security architecture, we consider classes of attacks and their impact. We call these classes attack modes to stress the analogy to failure modes. Attack
modes are characterized by their effect on the elements of the security architecture. For
example, if a key used for encrypted communication becomes known to the attacker, the
confidentiality of the communication is no longer guaranteed. Typical attacks consist of
multiple steps. For impersonating a sensor, the attacker might have to first breach a secure
perimeter by compromising a gateway which could mean that he first has to compromise
its update mechanism. He will then have to circumvent any security measures on the communication, another multi-step process. We model this by defining rules that characterize
the propagation of attacks through the security architecture. Some attack modes, such as
injecting forged messages, have an impact on the system’s behavior. We model this by
linking them to failure modes which are activated by the attack mode.

2.3.3

Analysis Procedure and Integration with Safety Analysis

We model the attacker’s goal by partitioning the components and channels in critical and
non-critical ones. For example, a component that drives an actuator is critical. This classifi-
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cation is based on insights from the system design and from risk analysis. The propagation
of attacks is modeled as a transition system whose states describe the attacker’s access to
system and security architecture elements and the valid security guarantees. These security
states determine which attack modes can be activated. The propagation rules determine the
state that results from activating a given security state. We call a sequence of attack modes
which is a trace of this transition system attack trace. We are interested in attack traces of
bounded length ending in a critical state. A security state is critical if a critical component
or channel is compromised. Such attack traces can be generated by a number of techniques
such as fixed-point iteration, logic programming, or bounded model checking.
To integrate the result of the security analysis with the safety analysis, security states
are mapped to failure modes. For example, if the attacker can modify a signal that can
circumvent a safety mechanism, this will result in a cut set that contains the attack modes
leading up to the critical state and failure modes triggering a violation of the safety goal.

3

Related Work

There are a number of approaches to integrate safety and security assessment. We mention
some which are specifically targeted at automotive systems. A comprehensive list can be
found in [Ma16]. The European research project EVITA developed a method for eliciting
and rating security threats and their impact on safety [WIR13]. Together with the approach
developed in the European project HEAVENS it is one of the threat analysis and risk assessment techniques mentioned in SAE J3061 [SA16]. Both approaches are purely manual
and there is no modeling or tool support. Their focus is on rating the threats according to
factors like severity or probability. Such risk assessment techniques are known from both
safety (e.g. ISO 26262 [IS11]) and security engineering (e.g. Common Criteria [IS12]).
Most similar to our approach are methods based on data flow diagrams that describe the
system’s components and their connections as well as additional information relevant to
the analysis. Such techniques are well-established in security engineering, see e.g. [Sh08].
Burton et al. describe a method based on architectural diagrams and failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA) [Bu12]. The approach by Schmidt et al. also use data flow diagrams
together with annotations for the communication structure of the system [Sc14]. Islam et
al. describe a similar method with a focus on threat analysis and risk assessment [Is16]. In
contrast to our approach these methods do not focus on automation or integration with a
model-based safety analysis. Brunel et al. describe an automated safety and security analysis based on data flow models but they only model the effects of attacks on the system
behavior without considering an explicit security architecture [Br14].
Our notion of attack traces is related to attack graphs. Shandilya et al. give an overview of
the state of the art [SSS14]. Salfer et al. have developed an efficient attack graph construction algorithm for automotive systems [SSE14]. For the quantitative analysis of safety and
security of industrial automation systems, Kriaa et al. derive probabilistic models from
architectural descriptions [KBL15]. Both approaches use security models at a higher level
of abstraction than ours.
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Conclusion and Future Work

We described an approach on how to model security architectures for safety-critical embedded systems to allow for a detailed analysis of the impact of attacks. We also sketched
the connection between security and safety analysis.
In the future we will implement the security analysis and its integration with the safety
analysis. We will also investigate how to employ simulation techniques to tackle larger
models and support black box analysis of behavior models. This will also allow for quantitative analysis of the system’s resiliency in terms of the attacker’s effort. Following work
on safety contracts (see [OKB14]), we think it would be worthwhile to examine “security
contracts” for reasoning about attack propagation in a modular fashion. To provide the
basis for seamless tool support for implementation of models, we want to explore how
to generate deployment constraints for design space exploration (see [Ha06]) from the
security architecture model.
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